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SUMMARY
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the preferred imaging modality for visualiza-
tion of intracranial soft tissues. Surgical planning, and increasingly surgical navigation, use
high resolution 3-D patient-specific structural maps of the brain. However, the process of
MRI is a multi-parameter tomographic technique where high resolution imagery competes
against high contrast and reasonable acquisition times.
Resolution enhancement techniques based on super-resolution are particularly well-
suited in solving the problems of resolution when high contrast with reasonable times for
MRI acquisitions are needed. Super-resolution is the concept of reconstructing a high reso-
lution image from a set of low-resolution images taken at different viewpoints or foci. The
MRI encoding techniques that produce high resolution imagery are often sub-optimal for
the desired contrast needed for visualization of some structures in the brain.
A novel super-resolution reconstruction framework for MRI is proposed in this thesis.
Its purpose is to produce images of both high resolution and high contrast desirable for
image-guided minimally invasive brain surgery. The input data are multiple 2-D multi-slice
Inversion Recovery MRI scans acquired at orientations with regular angular spacing rotated
around a common axis. Inspired by the computed tomography domain, the reconstruction is
a 3-D volume of isotropic high resolution, where the inversion process resembles a projection
reconstruction problem. Iterative algorithms for reconstruction are based on the projection
onto convex sets formalism. Results demonstrate resolution enhancement in simulated
phantom studies, and in ex- and in-vivo human brain scans, carried out on clinical scanners.
In addition, a novel motion correction method is applied to volume registration using an
iterative technique in which super-resolution reconstruction is estimated in a given iteration
following motion correction in the preceding iteration. A comparison study of our method






New therapies for treatment of a variety of neurological disorders require accurate deter-
mination of locations within small deep-brain gray matter structures, such as the internal
and external parts of the Globus Pallidus, Thalamus, and Sub-Thalamic Nucleus, as shown
in Fig. 1 [64, 75, 82]. Such therapies include thermal ablation or implantation of Deep
Brain Stimulators at sites in the brain, which are associated with severe symptoms in med-
ically intractable Parkinson’s disease, other movement disorders, and more recently also
for epileptic disorders. In the future, additional novel treatment methods, using targeted
implantation of stem cells and cell lines with neuro-transmitter replacement capabilities,
are anticipated to augment these current options.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)1 is the preferred imaging modality for visualization
of intracranial soft tissues. Surgical planning, and increasingly surgical navigation, use high
resolution (HR) 3-D patient-specific structural maps of the brain. Commonly, such maps
are provided by pre-operatively acquired MRI scans, stereotactically co-registered with a
rigid frame attached to the head of the patient. In planning the surgery, the location of
a burr hole craniotomy and the approach towards the surgical target structures are deter-
mined based on anatomical landmark information from these maps. Surgical navigation
for movement disorder surgery employs interactive co-registration of 3-D anatomy from
pre-acquired HR MRI with intra-operatively acquired electrophysiological data. Electrical
brain activity is recorded at the tip of a micro-electrode along a linear trajectory through the
brain. This intra-operative use of pre-acquired non-realtime MRI provides patient-specific
structural boundary information and a mechanism to compensate for bulk spatial offsets in
the stereotactic MRI registration.
1Appendix I lists the acronyms used throughout this work.
1
Figure 1: Basal Ganglia region of the brain [1].
However, MRI produces images that are never exactly equal to the true anatomy. The
true information is not directly available for measurement. There are trade-offs between
timing, spatial resolution, contrast, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the MRI acquisition
process. MRI simultaneously captures the proton density of an object and its magnetization
decay or relaxation rates whose different values create image contrast. In the case of delin-
eating the Globus Pallidus internal and surrounding white matter, an acquisition method
in MRI, known as Inversion Recovery (IR), is currently the preferred clinical approach for
optimized contrast [62]. The minimum slice thickness for such a sequence is 1.5 – 2mm,
which presents a challenge for further improvement of targeting accuracy in the associated
areas of the brain when used as a navigational map for neuro-surgery.
To overcome the poor resolution associated with high contrast IR MRI acquisitions,
algorithms for resolution enhancement have been explored based on super-resolution (SR)
techniques [10, 27, 30, 56, 57]. Super-resolution reconstruction (SRR) creates an estimate
of an unaliased HR image (HRI) from several observed and aliased low-resolution images
(LRIs) of the same scene, taken either simultaneously or sequentially at different viewpoints
or foci. The differences between the LRIs contribute information to the reconstruction
process. The resultant estimate of the HRI can then exceed the Nyquist rate of the imaging
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sensor. When the imaging sensor technology is limited to trade-offs, as in the case for
MRI, exceeding the Nyquist limit of the sensor makes SR an ideal candidate for resolution
enhancement. Potential cost benefits of using multiple LRIs instead of one HR imaging
system also makes SR an attractive alternative to improving the available sensor hardware.
Prior to their application for MRI, SR techniques were applied to imagery from charged-
coupled device cameras. Such techniques have been well-studied. Numerous SRR algo-
rithms have gained interest because of the improving computational feasibility of these
demanding, usually iterative, methods. An overview of SR is in [53, 39]. SR not only
includes recovering a HRI from LRIs, but it can also include compensation for aspects of
motion between the LRIs. Typically, these are treated as separate problems. However,
coupling motion estimation and SR has been applied in some numerical experiments [47].
Advantages of coupling these problems together depend partly on their individual complex-
ity.
1.2 Outline of thesis
This thesis presents a SR technique for MRI based on a novel sampling configuration that
combines both high resolution and contrast otherwise not available in MRI. Chapter 2
explains MRI and its spatial resolution limitations. It includes a chronology of previous SR
experiments applied to MRI that highlights its atypical signal processing aspects relative to
other imaging methods. Chapter 3 presents a novel extension of this study from existing SR
techniques for MRI that defines a sampling configuration known as Multi-Stack (MS). The
estimation of the HRI is cast into a Bayesian framework, and iterative algorithms derived
from computed tomography, which MS model resembles, are applied. Maximum-likelihood
estimators based on this technique are derived that impose known conditions. A validation
study is presented in Chapter 4. Its purpose is to show feasibility of MS in the clinical setting
for surgical navigation applications. Chapter 4 also includes simulating the forwarding
model so that extraneous unknown error in the input data is ruled out. MS is also validated
on real multi-slice MRI-type data and comparisons are made of a SRR result and one single
acquisition with equivalent resolution. Chapter 5 discusses algorithms for motion correction
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in-between LRIs. The algorithms include intensity and mutual information metrics that are
then applied to real multi-slice MRI data that are known to have motion between LRIs. In
general, SRR is an ill-posed problem. Chapter 6 incorporates an image prior on the HR
estimate by using Tikohonov regularization to make the SRR more stable from numerical
anomalies. Chapter 6 continues with comparisons between the MS and the traditional SR
technique. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 7 with recommendations on areas for
future work.
1.3 Specific Contributions
Our specific contributions made in this body of work are as follows.
• A new sampling strategy is proposed for SR in MRI. Previous SR constructs have
assumed translational motion whereas this thesis contributes to a new observation
model.
• A novel algorithm for constructing the matrix in the SR forwarding model is derived,
for which approximation error can be directly controlled.
• A formal maximum-likelihood estimator is derived for using complex-valued MRI data.
• An adaptation of standard computed tomography algorithms based on projection re-
construction algorithms and their application to the new sampling model is presented.
• A feasibility study of the new SR technique using simulated experiments with para-
metric variation is validated.
• A head-to-head experimental performance comparison between MS SR and traditional
MRI SR is given. Observations from singular value decomposition are also given.
• An application of Tikhonov regularization for maximum a-posteriori estimation in SR
is given.
• Motion is intermittently estimated with the SR problem. The novelty is based on the
application of an existing matching metric not previously applied to SR.
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• A validation study consisting of seven real scans, which includes measuring edges of
the SRR and LRI in each study is given. Results demonstrate high quality images




MRI is a non-linear multi-parameter imaging system with working principles based on
quantum mechanics. Using nuclear magnetic resonance signals, the internal physical and
chemical characteristics of an object can be imaged. Lauterbur and Liang describe MRI in
useful signal processing terms [44]. This chapter summarizes only the main steps in MRI.
For more detail we refer to [76, 44]. In particular, this chapter explains the limitations of
spatial resolution, image contrast, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in MRI. The second part
of the chapter explains SR with a chronology of related SR experiments for MRI.
2.1 MRI Fundamentals
Magnetic fields and radio frequency (RF) waves are applied to the object for imaging. These
magnetic fields are controlled, manipulated, and then detected into an image that can be
explained by the high-level linkage in [44]:
u→M→Mxy → S(t)→ S(k)→ y(s). (1)
Microscopic magnetic moments, i.e., protons, of the object to be imaged, u, are exposed to
a homogeneous magnetic field, B0, creating a bulk magnetization, M, as shown in Fig. 2.
These magnetic moments precess at the Larmor frequency, ω0, which is proportional to the
magnetic field strength. When an external RF pulse is applied, the protons sharing the
precessional frequencies with the frequency band of the RF pulse are governed by the Bloch
differential equations [80]. These magnetic moments become excited and tip away from their
equilibrium state of alignment with B0 to create a coherent transverse magnetization, Mxy.
When the RF pulse is turned off, the magnetic moments thermally relax to a lower energy
state by precessing back and re-aligning with B0. Relaxation generates new RF waves
coming from the magnetic moments with a frequency equal to their Larmor frequency,
which are then detected through induction on a receiving coil, Mxy → S(t). The process,
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Figure 2: A magnetic moment, M, precessing around the direction of the external magnetic
field B0.
S(t) → S(k), is central to MRI during relaxation. An additional magnetic field with a
gradient, G = (Gx,Gy,Gz), is superimposed onto B0 so that the effective magnetic field
at spatial location, s = (sx, sy, sz) is
B(s) = B0 + (Gxsx,Gysy,Gzsz). (2)
This magnetic field yields a linear spatially varying precessional frequency along the direc-
tion of G so that
ω0(s) = γ||B(s)||, (3)
where γ and ||.|| denote the gyromagnetic ratio and magnitude, respectively. The phase
component, φ, of the complex-valued magnetization is the integral over time in angular
velocity, i.e., precessional frequency. In a system with a time-dependent magnetic field


















Table 1: Relative Echo (TE) and Repetition (TR) times needed to weigh the appropriate
parameter.




and 〈., .〉 denotes the inner product. The measured signal, S(t), is a superposition of all





where Ωu is the region of space containing only the excited magnetic moments and ρ(s) is
the magnitude of the magnetization, also known as the proton density function. Effectively,
k(t) are a specified subset of locations for the Fourier samples of ρ(s), which are controlled
by both the time and the gradient of the magnetic field. Hence, k-space is synonymous with
Fourier space. The sampling of locations and their values, S(k), given by Eq. (7), is known
as k-space traversal. The Fourier image reconstruction process is represented by the final
thread, S(k)→ y(s), where y(s) is the resultant image.
In addition to the proton density function, the signal acquired is exponentially weighted
by the different decay rates of magnetic relaxation, which are crucial in delineating contrast
among anatomical structures like cerebral spinal fluid, gray and white brain matter [19].
These decay rates are the T1 and T2 values of a proton that characterize the longitudinal
recovery (spin-lattice) and transverse de-phasing times (spin-spin) of the magnetization,
respectively:
S(t) ∝ ρ(1− e−t/T1)e−t/T2 . (9)
Different locations with different parameter values create image contrast. Associated with
a particular acquisition in S(t)→ S(k) are timing variables weighting the three parameters
of the image in Eq. (9). Two timing variables known as the echo (TE) and repetition (TR)
times weight the parameters of the object differently, as shown in the Table 1. TE is the time
between an RF excitation and the signal acquisition, while TR is the time period between
two consecutive RF excitations.
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Using Eq. (7), the magnetic moments can be either frequency- or phase-encoded by a
correspondence of spatial locations and linear magnetic field gradients. The spatial resolu-
tion of MRI is intrinsically linked to the time duration of the acquisition. This is because
k-space is sampled over time and thus k(t) is limited to the T1 and T2 exponential decay
rates given in Eq. (9). Thus, the total number of samples is bounded by a time window,










where fe and pe denote the frequency- and phase-encoding directions, respectively, for the
magnetic field gradient. There are numerous sampling patterns, i.e., k-space traversals. For
instance, one common type of k-space coverage in 2-D imaging involves using frequency-
and phase-encoding along the x- and y-direction, respectively. Specifically,
kx = Gxt (12)
ky = n∆GyTpe, (13)
where n refers to the nth RF excitation. ∆Gy is the change in magnetic field strength
for the phase-encoding gradient between two consecutive RF excitations. The sequence of
events for this spatial encoding is given as a timing diagram in Fig. 3 with its corresponding
k-space traversal pattern given in Fig. 4. The varying phase-encoding strength puts the
frequency-encoding readout line along the direction of the kx-axis at different ky values.
Fundamentally, the spatial resolution of MRI can be increased by (1) decreasing the
field of view (FOV), (2) increasing the number of samples in the frequency-encoding, or (3)
increasing the phase-encoding direction(s). The FOV in the Fourier reconstructed image is
determined by the sampling density of k-space, i.e., ∆k. Decreasing the density is limited
to the support region of the object to be imaged. The volume can either be selected in its
entirety and Fourier encoding spans 3-D, or the volume can be imaged by sequential 2-D
imaging techniques.
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Figure 3: Timing diagram for 2-D k-space traversal. (1) An RF pulse is simultaneously ap-
plied during presence of a magnetic field gradient, Gz, for excitation. (2) Selected magnetic
moments excite. (3) Selected magnetic moments relax. (4) During relaxation, a varying
phase-encoding gradient, Gy, and constant frequency-encoding gradient, Gx, is then applied
for signal acquisition, S(t). TE is the time between the RF excitation and signal acquisition.
TR is the time between two consecutive RF excitations. ∆Gy is the change in magnetic
field strength for the phase-encoding gradient between two consecutive read-out lines. Tacq
is the time window of acquisition for the frequency-encoded samples. The corresponding
k-space traversal is given in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: k-space traversal pattern for Fig. 3 (denoted in blue). kx and ky is frequency- and
phase-encoded, respectively. One repetition gives the samples of kx-space along a constant
value ky, i.e., a read-out line.
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2.2 Spatial Encoding in MRI
2.2.1 3-D Methods
In true 3-D MRI, the bulk magnetization of an entire imaging volume is selected onto the
transverse plane and gradient encoding is applied in all three dimensions. Thus, k-space
is 3-D. The complex phase evolution under the extent of the gradient defines the k-space
traversal and it must include at least one dimension that is frequency-encoded, while the
other two can be either phase- or frequency-encoded. This is notably different from the
2-D imaging process shown in Fig. 3. The RF pulse is nonselective and it is unnecessary
to include a magnetic field gradient, Gz, during the excitation phase. However, the z-
dimension must include a magnetic field gradient, which is applied simultaneously with the
Gy gradient for TPE seconds. Its strength also varies for the different RF excitations as a
way to Fourier encode spatial information.
Referring to Table 1, short TR times are needed for T1-weighted image contrast. This
results in a smaller time window, Tacq, for k-space traversal at the cost of strength in
the acquired signal. Conversely, for T2-weighted imaging, true 3-D is difficult to obtain
in a reasonable imaging time because of the long repetitions between excitations. Other
problems of true 3-D MRI include a dynamic range of values across the volume that creates
quantization error during digitization and thus decreases SNR [48].
2.2.2 Multi-slice Methods
In 2-D multi-slice MRI, a stack of thin slices are sequentially collected through multiple RF
excitations and magnetic field gradients. Unlike true 3-D, the magnetic field applied during
the acquisition stage of RF pulse excitation in 2-D multi-slice includes a linear gradient
component. Then, the desired slice to excite may be expressed in terms of a bandlimited
RF pulse. A Fourier relationship exists between the profile of the slice to select and the RF
pulse. However, the finite imaging time limited by the T1 and T2 decay rates prevents a sinc
pulse of infinite duration for an ideal box slice selection profile. Consequently, a temporal
truncation of the RF pulse gives an undesired non-uniform weighting or profile of the slice.
Truncation effects are shown in Fig. 5.
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Within the 2-D plane, data is sampled in the frequency domain; one direction is fre-
quency encoded and the other is either phase- or frequency-encoded. The number of
frequency-encoded samples is limited by T2 times, and extending the sampling significantly
beyond this time decreases the SNR, thus limiting the frequency bandwidth. The time be-
tween the RF excitation and its corresponding signal echo suffers from a latency long enough
to include a subsequent RF excitation for a different imaging plane within the duration of
the repetition (TR). In practice, an acquisition technique, known as interlacing, excites the
next slice while the current slice is completing T1 relaxation before the next repetition (TR).
This method of interlacing allows for significant scan time reduction that can be achieved in
clinical practice without a loss in image SNR or contrast [20]. Albeit, there are overlapping
slices that contribute to each other’s slice selection profiles. To circumvent this so-called
cross-talk artifact, slice gaps are often inserted at the cost of increased slice widths [44].
The 2-D multi-slice Fast Spin Echo Inversion Recovery (FSE-IR) acquisition has been
compared with other competing MRI acquisitions for brain imaging, such as the gradient-
echo or fast field echo sequences [62]. In IR, magnetic spins are forced in the opposite
direction or 180◦ from the main magnetic field vector, so the duration of the longitudinal
relaxation is maximized. The time between the 180◦ excitation and the 90◦ rotation is the
inversion time, TI . Re-phasing by the 180
◦ RF pulse allows acquisition of another k-space
line within the same TR time. The re-phasing of magnetic spins may be repeated while
longitudinal recovery continues and is known as the echo train length. Likewise in FSE,
magnetic spins are re-phased so that the duration of the transverse relaxation is maximized.
An echoing effect is produced by applying another RF pulse that rotates the magnetic spins
180◦ around the y-axis. Figures 7 and 6 illustrate these new effects.
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truncated to 24 unit support
Ideal
(b)
Figure 5: Effects of truncating a (a) sinc pulse to 24 support units (b) with its frequency
selection profile with ideal selection pulse
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6: Inversion Recovery (IR) effect with longitudinal magnetization component, Mz,
of a spin: (a) immediately before excitation, (b) immediately after excitation (180◦ flip
angle), (c) during relaxation, (d) finishing relaxation.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7: Spin Echo (SE) effect with transverse magnetization components of two spins of
different magnetic properties overlayed with each other, Mxy1 and Mxy2: (a) immediately
after excitation (Mxy1 and Mxy2 are initially aligned), (b) during relaxation (precessional
frequency of Mxy1 faster than Mxy2), (c) immediately after echo pulse (i.e., Mxy1 and Mxy2




A hybrid approach, using a multiple overlapping thin slab acquisition (MOTSA) to com-
bine high resolution 3-D encoding with interleaved timing of multi-slice imaging, has been
used successfully for angiographic applications. Angiography images fluids that have long
T2 times and are relatively insensitive to noise by the nature of commonly used maximum
intensity projection algorithms used for viewing [54, 16]. Maximum intensity projection
algorithms are visualization methods for 3-D data that only render those voxels along a ray
having the maximum intensity. In MOTSA, the time lost waiting for a true 3-D T2-weighted
signal is avoided by providing excitation and acquisition parallelism to sub-volumes similar
to the multi-slice imaging. The intention is to combine the HR from 3-D MRI with high
contrast from 2-D multi-slice FSE-IR MRI. MOTSA may also be applied as an FSE-IR
acquisition, but instead of imaging slices, slabs or sub-volumes are excited and acquired.
Unfortunately, new image artifacts persist. The overlapping areas of neighboring slabs ex-
perience irregular RF excitation, causing cross-talk interference. The result is a non-uniform
profile along the slab-select dimension, causing deterioration in signal power at its edges.
The samples collected in the slab-select dimension are truncated, which contributes to a
wider point spread function (PSF) [25]. For more complex and sensitive contrast require-
ments, like the visualization of dilute gray matter nuclei embedded within white matter,
early experiments using MOTSA yielded very low SNR, inconsistent contrast and signal
intensity across the thin slabs, and substantial additional penalties in imaging time to fur-
ther increase overlap in the slabs to ameliorate these effects. A MOTSA and 2-D multi-slice
acquisition using FSE-IR were acquired on an in-vivo subject as an experiment to illus-
trate some of these effects. Our results in Fig. 8 show an axial view of a MOTSA scan
that highlights some of the mentioned artifacts and compares with Multi-Stack technology
introduced in this document. Table 2 gives the SNR and scan times measured from two
acquisitions. Inconsistent signal intensity from slab boundary artifacts between two neigh-
boring MOTSA slices is apparent, as shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b). A recently proposed
method for reducing slab boundary artifacts may eventually contribute to improved con-
sistency of image intensities across the slab, but has not been demonstrated for IR pulse
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Figure 8: Preliminary Results: MOTSA and 2-D multi-slice both using FSE-IR. Magni-
tude images of an in-vivo subject: Axial views of a (a) MOTSA, pixel size = 0.43×0.43mm2 ,
(b) 2-D multi-slice, pixel size = 0.43× 0.43mm2; sagittal views of a (c) MOTSA, pixel size
= 0.43 × 0.80mm2, (d) 2-D multi-slice, pixel size = 0.43 × 2mm2; coronal view of a (e)
MOTSA, pixel size = 0.80 × 0.43mm2, (f) 2-D multi-slice, pixel size = 2× 0.43mm2
2.3 MRI of deep-brain structure for image-guided neurosurgery
The three different MRI methods of 3-D, 2-D multi-slice, and MOTSA each have their own
unique advantage for brain imaging. Two-dimensional multi-slice MRI has been shown to
generate greater T1 contrast than other sequences and is more useful for differentiation
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: Axial views of two neighboring MOTSA magnitude image slices separated 2 mm
apart, pixel size = 0.43 × 0.43mm2.
Table 2: Measured SNR and scan times of two MRI acquisitions.
Acquisition SNR voxel size (mm3) Resolution Time(min:sec)
MOTSA 26 0.43 × 0.43× 0.80 512× 512 × 120 6:00
Multi-slice FSE-IR 66 0.43× 0.43 × 2.0 512 × 512× 52 2:36
of tissues having similar spin density and T2 values but slightly different T1 values [62].
For clinical use in brain scanning, the pre-operative scan is acquired in the axial direction
to cover the whole brain and takes 15 minutes to scan for the desired SNR, as shown in
Fig. 10. Reich et al. compared this FSE-IR scanning protocol with other previously used
protocols to assess differences in contrast and contrast-to-noise ratios, i.e., mean intensity
difference of two regions, in the region of the Globus Pallidus [62]. The parameters of the
FSE-IR acquisition given in Table 3 give one of the most favorable contrast mechanisms
known. Three-dimensional MRI can provide HR imagery but for T1 weighted contrast. In
contrast, multi-slice methods yield poor resolution across the slice selection direction. The
slice thickness is inversely related to the magnetic gradient strength and RF pulse dura-
tion. Narrowing the slice thickness through stronger magnetic gradients has been shown
to increase geometric distortions in the reconstructed image [24, 40]. Otherwise, for those
clinical applications that need thin slices, acquisitions may have to perform signal averaging
to increase SNR. These adverse factors in the slice-selective direction result in anisotropic
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(a) (b)
Figure 10: (a) Axial images from the 2-D multi-slice FSE-IR acquisition (2mm slice
thickness) (b) Interpolated close up of Globus Pallidus [62].
resolution, which is problematic for visualizing white matter fibers in brain disease imaging
[4]. For brain diseases such as Parkinson’s Disease, long TE and TR times in the acquisition
process would promote a useful navigational map for neurosurgery. However, the issue of
unreasonable acquisition times for 3-D imaging methods exacerbates the problem of ob-
taining high resolution [2]. Our initial MOTSA experiment showed a significant variation
in the intensity profile, detracting from its effectiveness for navigational mapping in neuro-
surgery. While 3-D methods are used widely and often successfully, they are not optimal
for visualization of the Globus Pallidus and Sub-Thalamic Nucleus structures of the brain.
None of these methods fully satisfies the functional requirements needed for image-guided
minimally invasive neurosurgery.
Table 3: Parameters of the FSE-IR acquisition used by Reich [62].
Magnet TR/TE (ms) TI (ms) echo train length slice thickness (mm)
1.5 T 3000/40 200 5 2
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Figure 11: Block diagram of an SR system model.
2.4 Super-resolution in previous work
SR shares some of the same concepts with multi-channel reconstruction [53]. Sub-Nyquist
sampling of the HRI introduces aliasing, and the objective is to recover the aliased spatial
content to obtain the HRI. In general terms, a continuous image is sampled above the
Nyquist rate for a desired unaliased discrete HRI that is then warped and blurred followed
by down-sampling and additive noise, as shown in Fig. 11. The warping is typically a
one-to-one geometric transformation and the blur comes from the point-spread function
(PSF) of the imaging sensor. Decimating causes the effective sub-Nyquist sampling and
gives aliasing effects. Deblurring or image restoration reconstructs the original image using
a degraded image that shares the same resolution. The SR error is typically contributed by
the imaging device and can come from thermal noise, quantization noise, registration noise,
etc.
An often-cited SR observation model for Fig. 11 developed by Elad and Feuer (E&F)
assumes that each warp, blur, and down-sampling for each of the degradation channels is
independent, linear, and space-variant and can be composed into a series of linear transfor-
mations [22]. In the E&F model, the rth discrete LRI is lexicographically ordered into the
vector yr. The original continuous image, x(s), is sampled above the Nyquist rate and is
also lexicographically ordered into the vector, x, such that
yr = DrCrFrx + er 1 ≤ r ≤ P, (14)
where each matrix is described in Table 4. The decimator, Dr, is the down-sampling rate.
Cr is the blur matrix and is Toeplitz when the blur is shift-invariant. If the warp, Fr,
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Table 4: Matrices from the SR observation model of Elad and Feuer [22].
Matrix Description sizes for 1-D case sizes for 2-D case
x discrete unaliased HRI N × 1 N1N2 × 1 or N × 1
yr discrete LRI Mr × 1 Mr1Mr2 × 1
Dr decimator Mr ×N Mr1Mr2 ×N1N2
Cr blur N ×N N1N2 ×N1N2
Fr warp N ×N N1N2 ×N1N2
er additive noise Mr × 1 Mr1Mr2 × 1
y All discrete LRIs
P∑
r=1
Mr × 1 or M × 1
P∑
r=1
Mr1Mr2 × 1 or M × 1














is unknown, then geometric registration algorithms can be applied for calculating motion
estimates so that all the LRIs can be superimposed onto one sampling lattice. Equation (14)


























y = Hx + e. (16)
The direct inversion of H is computationally infeasible, even for modest sized SR problems.
For example, four LRIs with pixel dimensions of 32 × 128 and a HRI with pixel dimensions
of 128 × 128 is a matrix with 16384 rows and columns. Lower upper matrix decomposi-
tion applied to an n × n matrix takes O(n3) time, thus requiring approximately 4.4e + 12
computations in this case [26]. Instead of direct inversion, other methods of SRR must
be explored. Generally, the methodologies for determining x can be classified into three









Figure 12: Multi-channel linear shift invariant (LSI) system
2.4.1 Frequency Domain Techniques for Super-resolution
Frequency domain methods transform the LRIs into the frequency domain using the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT). The spectral data is combined and the inverse DFT is applied.
The sub-Nyquist spatial sampling of the HRI causes overlapping spectrum copies in the
spectra of the LRIs. The recovery of the HRI from these spectra depends on the bandwidth
of the HRI, the number of LRIs, and the independence of the blurs. Kim et al. derive
the relationship for HR recovery explained here [41]. In the frequency domain, the SR
observation model is treated as a multi-channel linear shift-invariant (LSI) system with
dimensionality reduced to 1-D, as shown in Fig. 12. The conditions that must be satisfied
by the σ-bandlimited function, x(s) : C → C, are described with its continuous Fourier
transform (CFT), X(ω):






Then, the CFT of yr(s) is
Yr(ω) = Hr(ω)X(ω), (19)
where





for some positive integer L. Assuming that all the LR signals share the same size of M0
samples using a sub-Nyquist sampling rate of 1T :
yr[n] = yr(nT ) n = 0, ...,M0 − 1 r = 1, ..., P. (21)






M0 , l = 0, ...,M0 − 1, r = 1, ..., P, (22)











Using the bound from Eq. (20), Yr[l] is expressed in a finite number of shifted copies from
Eq. (23), indicating that the bandwidth, in terms of its counter variable, m, is 2L. In other

















Subsequent analysis shows PM0 linear equations from Yr[l] and 2LM0 unknown spectrum
values from Yr(ω)|Ω that must satisfy
P ≥ 2L, (25)
for complete SRR to be possible. Then, recovery of X(ω)|Ω depends only on the invertibility
of Hr(ω)|Ω. Tsai and Huang were the first to apply these principles toward SRR based on
Eq. (25) [32]. They studied uniformly spaced pixel shifts between the LRIs that accounted
for neither blur nor noise in the filters:
hr(s) = δ(s+ φr) φr =
T (r − 1)
P
. (26)
Thus, the invertible phase modulations in the Fourier domain permits recovery of x(s). Kim
et al. extended their work by introducing both blur and noise using recursive properties
from the frequency domain in the reconstruction [41]. Their recursive updating proceeds
from an existing solution of a structured smaller set of linear equations. Frequency domain
techniques are relatively limited in comparison to interpolation and spatial methods in SRR.
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If the degradation blur model becomes shift-variant, then frequency domain methods must
be abandoned. Furthermore, if there are any non-linear known spatial constraints, then it
is difficult to apply them in this domain.
2.4.2 Interpolation Domain Techniques for Super-resolution
With interpolation-based SRR techniques, a continuous estimate of the HRI, x(s), is weighted







yr(nT )ϕr(s− nT ). (27)
The most commonly used methods are nearest neighbor, linear, cubic, pth order, and spline
interpolation. However, these approaches are severely limited in accuracy because they
disregard both the noise and blur characteristics caused by the degradation process. Never-
theless, some of these simple methods are often applied and shown in the results of published
SR experiments as a way to visually compare performance against another SRR techniques
[22]. Only after the samples from the LRIs are interpolated onto an estimate of the HRI is
the degradation process addressed.
There have been hybrid interpolation-frequency methods that alternately constrain fre-
quency and spatial information so that the estimate to the HRI has band-limited properties
[67]. These techniques share the same underlying principle as the Papoulis-Gerchberg band-
limited extrapolation algorithm [51]. That is, if the data is sampled on {nT}M0−1n=0 , then the
lth estimate for x(s) is
x̂(l)(nT ) = y(nT ) (28)





X̂(l)(ω) |ω| < σ





In the case of multiple LRIs for SR used in [67], each iteration includes applying the spatial
constraint successively from each of the P LRIs.
To account for blurring in interpolation-based SR, Papoulis’s generalized sampling ex-
pansion (GSE) theorem is applicable [52]. The GSE theorem extends Shannon’s sampling
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theorem by providing the necessary condition for signal reconstruction from multiple chan-
nels when sampled at a fraction of the Nyquist rate [36, 23]. The GSE theorem provides
the interpolation kernels needed for reconstruction using the filtered down-sampled available
data and has been used in SRR.
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Generalized Sampling Expansion Theorem 1 It is possible to reconstruct a σ-bandlimited
signal, x(s), that is passed through P different channels, hr(s), that are then sampled each
at 1P
th
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jωsdω, r = 1, ..., P. (34)






yr(nT )ϕr(s− nT ), (35)
where yr(nT ) is the output from the r
th channel.
Brown et al., Sabata et al., and Cheung extended the GSE theorem to multiple dimensions
so that it can be readily applied to band-limited imagery [7, 17, 11]. In addition, Cheung et
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al. and Brown et al. further investigated the stability and robustness of the interpolation
kernels constructed by the GSE when noise is added to the input [12, 7]. In general, this
relates to the condition of an inverse problem: how a small error perturbation from the
input affects the output. If the total energy from any of the interpolation kernels is infinite,
then the GSE reconstruction is ill-posed with respect to error added to the input [12]. A
useful result by Brown et al. leads to a sufficient condition for the well-posedness of the
GSE theorem [7]:
Corollary to the Generalized Sampling Theorem 1 The GSE theorem is well-posed
if the |det(H(ω))| given in Eq. (30) is bounded away from zero on −σ < ω < −σ + 2σP .







P − ejφr 2σP )| = c > 0, (36)
for some constant c. This is precisely the method Ur and Gross used to improve the
resolution from sub-pixel shifted pictures in the spatial domain [81].
2.4.3 Spatial Domain Techniques for Super-resolution
If the observation model of E&F can be accurately and directly represented with the matrix,
H, in Eq. (16), then it is straightforward to apply a SR technique in the spatial domain. A
straightforward energy to minimize in the spatial domain is the magnitude of the residual
error from the forwarded HR estimate and the observations:
x̂ = arg min
x
‖y−Hx‖22 , (37)
where ‖.‖2 is the L2 norm. This is a least squares estimate for the HRI that can be
solved with gradient descent-type optimization algorithms [3]. The energy term is required
to be analytic with respect to x, which proceeds to step in a direction governed by the
gradient at the current location (or estimate) until it reaches a neighborhood of a local
minimum. However, the formulation of this energy used in Eq. (37) ignores the stochastic
properties of the observation model and gradient descent techniques do not work on non-
analytic functions. Instead, SRR techniques based on a Bayesian formalism have been used
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in the spatial domain, providing a natural way to incorporate prior knowledge into the HR
estimate.
In the Bayesian framework, each variable from the E&F model becomes a random
variable (RV) with a probability density function (PDF), where actual data is an element
from the sample space. Commonly used estimators in SR maximize the likelihood of the
parameters, p(y|x), or maximize the posterior distribution, p(x|y):
x̂ML = arg max
x
p(y|x), (38)





(log p(y|x) + log p(x)), (40)
where ML and MAP denote maximum-likelihood and maximum a posteriori, respectively.
The additive noise from the E&F model is typically independent and identically distributed
(IID) for most systems, which can simplify both the algebra and computation involved in
the SRR. To avoid excessive noise amplification that sometimes results from ML estimation,
the prior, p(x), serves to regularize the problem. For imagery, it often penalizes the total










z2 |z| < β





∇ is the spatial gradient, and υ(., .) is the Huber potential. The β-threshold relaxes the
penalty for high frequency content, resulting in edge preservation, where higher frequency
content is expected. Otherwise, uniform smoothness is achieved as β → ∞. Other image
priors assigned to the HR image are surveyed in [39].
If the LRIs are unregistered (i.e., different coordinate systems), then the existing E&F
model becomes incomplete. The LRIs need to be either registered as a SR preprocessing
step or combined directly into the observation model. Hardie et al. modeled the unknown
motion parameters of the LRIs, denoted by v = [v1...vP ]
T , as Gaussian RVs and combined
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them into the E&F warp [29]:
yr = DrCrFr(vr)x + er 1 ≤ r ≤ P. (43)
The statistical independence of the HRI and the motion (i.e., p(v|x) = p(v)) in their joint
MAP estimate leads to





(log p(x) + log p(v) + log p(y|x,v)). (45)
However, yr is non-linear with respect to vr in Eq. (43) and solving this optimization prob-
lem over multiple variables simultaneously is not as straightforward as it is for a linear
expression. One such solution to solving this problem by Tipping et al. included marginal-
izing over the motion parameters and HRI to solve for the ML component in Eq. (45)
[58, 79]:








Another approach is made possible through alternate minimization algorithms. Each of the
two estimates from Eq. (44) can be alternately updated as the other is fixed. The sufficient
conditions and correctness for these algorithms are given in [15]. However, the E&F model
now depends on the motion estimates, v̂. Hence, every other iteration requires re-computing
H, which can be formidable if accuracy and speed are required. Another alternative is to
simply compute the motion parameters as an effective pre-processing step and then perform
SRR.
In cases where the system matrix, H, in Eq. (16), cannot be computed directly, alter-
natives exist that work in the spatial domain, such as the iterative back projection (IBP)
algorithm [35]. The algorithm sequentially back projects1 the current HR estimate in the
spatial domain by reversing the warping, blurring, and down-sampling that are then sub-
tracted from the observed data and averaged into the new HR estimate. If the r th warp,
1To avoid ambiguity in the nomenclature, ”projection” or ”project” will refer to an algebraic operation,
which is semantically different from a tomographic projection in computed tomography.
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blur, and down-sampling are denoted as cr, h, and ↓, then the lth estimate for the rth LRI
is
ŷ(l)r = (cr(x̂
(l)) ∗ h) ↓ d, (48)
where d is the down-sampling rate. This is similar to the E&F observational model but the
IBP algorithm assumes a shift-invariant blur. The back-projection expression becomes





c−1r (((yr − ŷ(l)r ) ↑ d) ∗ g), (49)
where c−1r is the inverse warp, g is the back projection kernel, and ↑ is the up-sampling
operator. Unlike imaging blur, the back-projection kernel can be chosen to satisfy the
convergence condition







where δ and ||cr|| are the Kronecker delta and operator norm of Tr, respectively. The back-
projection kernel determines the characteristic of the solution. However, the IBP algorithm
is unable to apply a priori constraints, making it limited in a Bayesian setting.
Other iterative methods in the spatial domain have been generalized to set-theoretic
approaches. In this case, the HR estimate is treated as an element in a subset of a Euclidean
space that makes up the admissible solutions. More general than linear methods, if the
set is convex, then it becomes straightforward to apply the projection onto convex sets
(POCS) methods. The ellipsoid algorithm is geometrically based and is applicable when
the constraints are convex functions. The IBP algorithm is an example of a row action
projection method, which updates the current best guess according to data constraints.
The authors in [74, 77, 55] formalized SRR into a POCS framework using data consistency
as the constraint. In general, the method finds a vector contained in all of the imposed
convex sets:
x̂(l+1) = PMPM−1 . . . P2P1x̂
(l), (51)
where Pk is the operator that projects a vector onto the convex set, Ck. Stark et al. and
Tekalp et al. used the POCS formalism in their SRR incorporating warping without any
blurring [74, 77]. Patti et al. proposed a POCS algorithm accounting for space-varying
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blur with arbitrary sampling lattices [55]. Aside from the data consistency, additional types
of convex constraints can include output energy, smoothness, phase, support, amplitude
windowing, etc. All these priors may be expressed in the MAP estimate given in Eq. (40).
For quadratic constraints, projecting the estimate can be a computationally expensive and
the use of the steepest descent algorithms can be used instead. However, steepest descent
algorithms require the functions to be analytic and may not permit some of these priors. As
an alternative, Elad and Feuer built a hybrid SRR algorithm that separates constraints if the
error function is analytic [22]. Their algorithm proceeds to use the steepest descent methods
on the analytic error whose estimate is then projected sequentially onto the remaining non-
analytic constraints. In this context, their hybrid method combined the stochastic approach
with the POCS formalism.
2.5 Previous Super-resolution Research in Magnetic Resonance Imag-
ing
Our investigation of SR techniques has the same underlying purpose much as the previous
research. The current limits in HR imagery and high SNR in MRI are not due to the
acquisition system resolution but rather to the acquisition time. The acquisition times for
3-D HR imaging are impractical for desired T2-weighted contrast.
Herment et al. were one of the first groups to experiment with SR in MRI [30, 66].
They combined partial k-space data of the same object but with different frequency domain
sampling boundaries using three successive 3-D MRI volumes, as shown in Figs. 13(a-
c). To reconstruct an image using k-space data, their method zero-“pads” the unknown
regions contained in the bounding box from the union of the three k-space data volumes
(Fig. 13(d)). The shared center cube portion of acquired k-space samples is averaged, while
the remaining exclusive partial volumes of acquired k-space samples are left unchanged for
Fourier reconstruction. The total acquisition time of the three 3-D MRI volumes is shorter
than the acquisition time of an equivalent 3-D MRI scan with k-space data extending to
the bounding box from the union of the three volumes. Their results show anisotropic
HR imagery, but only in the directions shared by the high-frequency k-space data samples.
This makes their method readily useful for imaging tissues with specific direction such as
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 13: The LR k-space boundaries for the SRR experiments for MRI used by Herment
et al. [30] (a-c) Bounding boxes of sampled k-space data from three 3-D MRI acquisitions
of different boundaries (d) Effective k-space sampling boundary in HRI.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14: The SRR for MRI experiment of Peled and Yeshurun showing phase- and
frequency-encoding direction [57] (a) Sampling Configuration for one LRS, one LR pixel =
2 × 4 HR pixel units (b) Eight shifted LRSs with 1 × 1 HR pixel unit shift increments (c)
HR scan of 8× 8 pixel units.
arteries, but not for brain imaging where isotropic resolution is desired.
Peled and Yeshurun applied the IBP algorithm to a set of eight spatially shifted LR
diffusion tensor images with equal resolutions and field of views using 2-D multi-slice ac-
quisitions, as shown in Fig. 14 [57]. Diffusion tensor imaging relies on the Brownian motion
of water molecules in brain tissue, which helps visualize white matter fibers (or tracts) of
the brain as a way to detect strokes [28]. While Peled and Yeshurun claimed resolution im-
provement in the frequency- and phase-encoding directions, their results were subsequently
invalidated by Scheffler [68].
The argument is rooted in k-space with a dimensionality reduced to 1-D. The separability
of the Fourier transform permits a dimensionality reduction without any loss of generality.
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In a homogeneous magnetic field, the samples of k-space are equivalent to samples from the
continuous Fourier transform and are not discrete Fourier transform coefficients. That is,
if an arbitrary LRS, y(s), has a sampling period of ∆k in the frequency domain and has








It is readily apparent that the T1 and T2 decay rates from Eq. (9) limit the duration of time
available to acquire a signal so that only a finite number of frequency samples in k-space
is collected, i.e., M0 < ∞. Also, Eqs. (10) and (11) indicate that low-frequency values
arrive temporally earlier than high-frequency values, effectively creating a low-pass filter in
the acquisition. So, there does not exist any spatial aliasing or fold-over in the frequency
domain samples of the LRIs whatsoever. Otherwise, if there was spatial sampling, then the
discrete-to-continuous Fourier transform relationship given in Eq. (23) would be applicable.
Therefore, there does not exist any frequency information at locations exceeding the location
limits of the LRIs finitely sampled in the frequency domain. Furthermore, Poisson re-




Y (n∆k)ej2πn∆ks |s| < 1
∆k
. (53)
Hence, the field of view in the spatial domain is directly controlled by the choice of 1∆k .
As is the case for the SR experiments of Peled and Yeshurun, if the finite resolutions
and field of views of the LRIs are identical, then, according to Eq. (53), the locations of
the frequency samples must also be identical. Consequently, a LRS has neither any high-
frequency information present nor any sampling lattice different from any other LRS. The
spatial shifts of the LRSs used by Peled et al. then only correspond to a phase modulation of
the same information added with noise in the Fourier domain. Thus, the sampled continuous
Fourier transform of the rth LRS is
Yr(n∆k) = e
jφrn∆kY1(n∆k) +E(n∆k) 2 ≤ r ≤ P −
M0
2
≤ n ≤ M0
2
− 1, (54)
where E(n∆k) is the measurement error and φr is the relative spatial shift to an arbitrary
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 15: Spectrum Analysis of phase-encoding and slice select direction from the exper-
iments of Greenspan et al.[27] (a) LRI and its (b) Frequency Spectrum; (c) HRI estimate
and its (d) Frequency Spectrum using the iterative back-projection algorithm.
reference LRS, i.e., r = 1. So, while the source data is identical, the spatial shifts are merely
post-processing steps as a way to increase SNR.
Greenspan et al. verified the statements of Scheffler by applying SRR techniques to 2-D
multi-slice MRI scans [27]. They also showed that the SRR results based on the Peled and
Yeshurun experiments can be replicated with zero-padding interpolation from the LRIs. The
slice selection and phase- and frequency-encoding directions of the LRIs shared uniformly
spaced voxel shifts. Applying the 3-D iterative back-projection algorithm, the frequency
spectrum of the HR estimates showed a sharp cut-off in the phase encoded direction, as
shown in Fig. 15. Conversely, spectrum analysis in the slice selection direction revealed
approximately twice the extent of bandwidth, thus providing a basis for SRR in this direc-
tion. Consequently, further SRR experiments of Greenspan et al. relied on spatial shifts
in only the slice selection direction from both real and phantom 2-D multi-slice MRI data.
To account for the PSF needed in the iterative back projection algorithm, Greenspan et
al. measured the slice profile to be well approximated by Gaussian functions, where the
slice thickness is its full width at half maximum. The SNR per unit acquisition time or
SNR efficiency of the LRI data sets was greater than the equivalent scan with equal spatial
resolution in the HR estimate as their data is shown in Table 5. It also shows that edge
width is comparable to the HRI in the slice selection direction.
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Table 5: Comparison of times and edges measured for SRR estimates with different PSFs
against a HR scan in the experiments of Greenspan et al.[27].
SRR Zero pad SRR Box-PSF SRR Gaussian-PSF HR scan
Time (sec) 88 264 264 260
SNR 287 170 124 95
Edge width 3.7 2.9 2.2 2.3
SNR /
√
time 30.59 10.46 7.63 5.89
Peeters et al. also considered SR in the slice selection direction, but for functional
MRI data used in the 2-D multi-slice acquisition [56]. As opposed to anatomical structure,
functional MRI visualizes the temporal activity or physiology of the brain, which gives
a dynamic time series of 3-D activation areas. Peeters et al. used an additive model,
computing the volume of shared space from any given LR and HRI pixel. That is, if Si and
Sj is the space at the i







The pixels from the LRIs of parallel spatial shifts shared boundaries with the HR pixels,
thereby simplifying the computation for H. Their error to minimize promoted piecewise
smoothness for their HR estimate:





(υ([D1x]n, β) + υ([D2x]n, β)), (56)
where D1 and D2 are finite difference approximations to the first derivatives in the slice
selection and phase-encoding directions, υ(., .) is Huber potential from Eq. (42), and α
weighs fidelity against the smoothness. Their results based on only two LR fMRI scans
showed a reconstruction of both higher SNR than that of the HRI equivalent and with
sharper edges.
Carmi et al. explored SR further using 2-D multi-slice MRI data sets and recognized
emerging problems caused by spatially shifted LRIs like those used by Greenspan et al.
[10]. Their main contribution is a new sampling condition for the LRIs that goes beyond
MRI and into SR in general. Specifically, they show how a set of LRIs with equal sampling
periods of uniform spatial shifts can propagate localized spatial error globally to all the
pixels of the HR estimate during the SRR process. They also show that in fully-determined
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SR scenarios, pixels of the HR estimate may remain unresolved despite the absence of any
error. If input error is limited to some physical location such as scanner vibration or non-
rigid motion of the object, then it may be desirable to keep this spatial error localized.
This means any pixel from the estimate of the HRI should be expressed by only a small
combination of neighboring pixels in the LRIs. In other words, each row in the inverse of
the E&F matrix, when non-singular, would only have a small number of non-zero entries.
While a small support region of the PSF equates to a small number of HR pixels expressed
in the linear combination of any pixel in the LRI (i.e., a sparse H), it does not, however,
guarantee sparsity for its inverse.
To guarantee localization of SRR error, Carmi et al. introduce a set of LRIs with two
different pixel sizes, where both are integer multiples of the pixel size from the estimate of
the HRI, denoted as 1 × a and 1 × b a, b ∈ Z. Then, all a and b possible integer offsets
of the LRIs with the 1 × a and 1 × b pixel sizes are acquired, respectively. An algorithm
proceeds to compute an image estimate with pixels of size 1 × gcd(a, b), where gcd(., .) is
the greatest common divisor. Consequently, if gcd(a, b) = 1, then the estimate of the HRI
can be recovered. Moreover, the number of LRI pixels needed to recover any HR pixel is
shown to be bounded by O(ab). More importantly, it means the propagation of error is also
bounded. The major caveat to this approach is the number of LRIs needed, which in this
case is ab. Obviously this may lead to more LRIs than used in the previously studied SRR
methods of spatial shifts. However, in cases where keeping error localized is crucial, their
method is the only proven candidate for SRR.
2.6 Summary
MRI is a tomographic technique that continues to suffer from LR when both high contrast
and reasonable acquisition times are needed. The absence of aliasing in the frequency-
and phase-encoding directions in MRI only allows SR in the slice selection direction. So
far, all the successful SR experiments for MRI have only included sub-pixel spatial shifts
of the LRIs in the slice selection direction. If isotropic resolution is required, this implies
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that the degree of resolution enhancement is bounded by the pixel resolution in the phase-
encoding or frequency-encoding direction. When an application requires isotropic resolution
that exceeds resolution of the phase- and frequency-encoding directions, the SR methods
for MRI described in this chapter may be inadequate. If this is the case, then a new SR
methodology for MRI would be needed to improve resolution in these dimensions. While
the elegant sampling strategy given by Carmi et al. localizes the input error in the HR
estimate of the SR process, this result was not shown to hold when registration correction
is applied. Our SR work focuses on these missing and remaining issues. We show that an
approach to combine multiple SRR views at different scanning orientations offers a more
natural avenue toward isotropic image resolution than multiple acquisitions at the same




This chapter introduces a novel SR observation model for 2-D multi-slice MRI. To date,
only sub-pixel spatial shifts in the SR experiments of MRI have been studied. Instead of
multiple parallel multi-slice scans, an approach to combine multiple scans with different
slice directions, each acquired with high in-plane resolution, is investigated. In this work
a new SR model, known here on as ”Multi-Stack” (MS), is introduced. It combines the
benefits of long-TR multi-slice imaging, in terms of contrast and acquisition efficiency, with
the benefits of SRR to overcome the intrinsic resolution limitations of multi-slice imaging.
In this chapter, MS is defined, a formal ML estimator for SRR in MRI is derived and the
approach to discretizing the observation model is presented with supporting experiments.
3.1 Definition of Multi-Stack
The Multi-Stack approach combines multiple 2-D multi-slice scans or stacks, as shown in
cross-section in Fig. 16(a). Except for slice orientation, all scans share the same acquisition
parameters. The data input conditions are as follows.
• Slices are equidistant and parallel within each slice stack, and have identical slice
selection profiles.
• Slice centers in each stack are aligned along the slice plane normal.
• Scans are spatially co-registered.
• Contrast parameters are equal.
• The slice orientations are at equal angular sampling intervals. The same frequency-
encoding (or read-out) direction across all stacks, orthogonal to the planes shown in
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(a) (b)
Figure 16: (a) Coverage of the volume by multiple overlapping slice stacks (b) Simulation
showing a cross-section through stacks of the Shepp-Logan Phantom with 45o increments.
Fig. 16 results in consistent chemical shift artifacts1, which can thus be ignored for
reconstruction in this direction.
Under these conditions the problem of reconstructing a 3-D data volume from a set of such
slice stacks possesses translational symmetry along the readout direction. Thus, the problem
is reduced to a series of identical 2-D inversion problems with different measurement data.
Figure 16(b) shows a simulated 2-D input data set using the Shepp-Logan phantom (SLP)
with four stacks. The equal contrast parameters means the timing parameters, TE and TR,
are consistent among all the LRSs.
The issue of representing the MS framework in either the frequency or spatial domain
depends primarily on the frequency content of the brain. The compact region of support in
the brain has an infinite frequency bandwidth that violates the preconditions needed by the
SRR methods used in the frequency domain. Therefore, as an alternative, MS SRR consists
of the individual LR scans (LRSs) from the spatial domain after Fourier reconstruction.
1Chemical shift artifact is a misregistration effect caused by different materials (i.e., water and fat) that
are at the same spatial location in the frequency-encoding direction but will be measured at different spatial
locations.
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The scanning (or slice excitation) direction for the rth stack undergoes a coordinate





0 cos θr − sin θr




where θr is the rotation around the frequency-encoding axis. The angles, {θr}Pr=1, are





The slice-selective excitation process is modeled by a convolution of the image by a slice
profile function, followed by uniform sampling described by a diagonal sampling matrix V.










where TFE, TPE, and TSS are the pixel sizes or sampling periods in the frequency-encoding,
phase-encoding, and slice selection directions, respectively. These are the parameters to the
down-sampling process from the E&F model. The LRI, yr[n] : Z
3 → C, from the rth stack




x(s)h(Rr(s−Vn))ds + er[n], (60)
where Ω ⊂ R3 is the region of support for x(s). The other functions, h(s) and er[n], are the
slice selection function and measurement noise, respectively. The warp and down-sampling
operation in Eq. (60) is applied to h(s) and not to x(s), so it does not readily follow the E&F





x(R−1r s + Vn)h(s)ds + er[n]. (61)
Thus, the forwarding model follows from the E&F SR observation model given in Eq. (14),













Figure 17: Multi-Stack degradation model.
of yr[n] creates the LRI vector, y, by replacing stack index, r, and sampled location indices,
n, with a composite pixel index i2. The measurements can then be described as the linear
system,
y = Hx + e, (62)
where e is the measurement error. The matrix H represents the integral convolution operator





where Sj is the space for the j
th voxel of x. The contribution from the HR voxel, j, to the
LR voxel, i, is weighted by the slice excitation profile over the shared area, as illustrated in
Fig. 18.
The maximum possible resolution improvement for the estimate of the HRI is bounded
by the dimensions of H. In this case, H ∈ RM×N , where M and N are the total number
of measurements and unknowns, respectively (see Table 4). The isotropic voxel size of the
HRI must allow H to be non-singular. This means M ≥ N . The uniformly spaced angles of
the LRSs in MS creates sampling symmetry around the origin, resulting in an equal number
of samples per dimension on average. If the in-plane resolution of the LR slices is equal and
the number of stacks is greater than or equal to the slice thickness (expressed in number of
LR pixels), then the SRR is fully-defined and has isotropic resolution. If there are P LRIs,
2If there are M1×M2×M3 measurements for each LRS with n = (n1, n2, n3), then i = n1 +(n2−1)M1 +















Common area in ith LR and jth HR pixel
Figure 18: Contribution of a HR pixel to a LR data pixel.
S slices per stack, and K voxels per stack in the phase-encoding direction, then M = KSP
and the necessary condition for signal recovery becomes
N ≤ KSP. (64)
Otherwise, if M < N , then the inversion problem is under-determined, and the image
cannot be recovered completely and image artifacts may be expressed. If M > N , then the
system is over-determined. In cases of contamination, noise will be attenuated.
Since each measured voxel is integrated over the support region of the slice selection
profile we treat it as a localized tomographic projection. Given the angular sampling pat-
tern represented by the stack orientations, the MS problem will use existing projection
reconstruction algorithms from the computed tomography domain.
3.2 Noise Model of Multi-Stack
The real and imaginary components of the intrinsically complex-valued MRI data in x(s)
are each independently corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian thermal noise in the frequency
domain that remain independently distributed as Gaussian RVs with respect to its real and
imaginary components from the spatial domain [83]. Bayesian estimation can be applied
for x, but the restriction that the RV must be real makes samples of the magnitude data
meaningful for estimation. Otherwise, each sample must be treated as a joint PDF of two
RVs, i.e., real and imaginary. However, transforming the complex-valued data to its signal
amplitude changes the PDF from a Gaussian to a Rician. That is, if x(s) is corrupted with
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IID error as
x̃(s) = x(s) + e(s), (65)
<(e(s)) ∼ N(0, σ2e ), (66)
=(e(s)) ∼ N(0, σ2e ), (67)
Cov(<(e(s))<(e(t))) = δ(s − t)σ2e , (68)
Cov(=(e(s))=(e(t))) = δ(s − t)σ2e , (69)






















and I0(.) is the zero
th-order Bessel function of the first kind [73]. Brummer et al. show
that as the SNR (i.e., x̃A(s)σe ) increases, the PDF of Eq. (70) approaches a Gaussian PDF
[8]. Figure 19 shows several Rician PDFs with increasing values of SNR that begin to
approximate a Gaussian PDF. The sampled amplitudes from the corrupted and true HRIs,
denoted as x̃A = [x̃A(s1) x̃A(s2) ... x̃A(sN )]
T and xA = [xA(s1) xA(s1) ... xA(sN )]
T ,













It remains to determine the likelihood of parameters, p(yA|xA), from Eq. (60) if x̃(s) is the
input to this observation model. The linearity of integration permits separation of the error






Figure 19: Rician Distribution for different SNR values.
Appendix B derives the PDFs of Eq. (74) as
<(er[n]) ∼ N(0, σ2e ĥr(n,n)) (75)
=(er[n]) ∼ N(0, σ2e ĥr(n,n)), (76)
with the covariance and autocorrelation of two samples, n and m, as
Cov(<(er[n])<(er[m])) = σ2e ĥr(n,m) (77)
Cov(=(er[n])=(er[m])) = σ2e ĥr(n,m) (78)
R<(er [n])<(er [n])(n,m) = σ
2
e ĥr(n,m) (79)








The variance of the error from the LRI is thus amplified by the total energy of the slice
selection profile. Furthermore, two different error samples may correlate with each other.
If the sampling distances given by the diagonal entries in V is less than the support region
of the slice selection profile, then there will be overlapping volumes between the samples,
which will give the product in the integrand of Eq. (81) a non-zero value for some values
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Figure 20: Dramatic illustration of cross talk interference from two slice planes. The
support of the profile is greater than the sampling distance or slice width, TSS in V. Full
width at half maximum (FWHM) is the slice thickness.
of s ∈ Ω. This is an important result in multi-slice MRI, since the image artifact known as
cross-talk interference is precisely the effect of overlapping slice regions. Fig. 20 illustrates
cross-talk interference, where the sampling distance, or slice width, is less than the support
of the slice selection profile. Slice thickness is the full width at half maximum. In these
cases only, there will also be non-zero values included off the diagonal entries in the positive




where eA is the vector of sampled error amplitudes from the amplitudes of the LRSs.
Otherwise, if all of the LRSs share both the same slice profile and precision of error, then









where I is the identity matrix. Indeed, the MS conditions results in an autocorrelation
matrix of this form when there is not any slice-to-slice overlap.
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3.2.1 ML Estimation
For the Fast Spin Echo-Inversion Recovery (FSE- IR) multi-slice acquisition used by Berstein
et al. and Reich et al., the SNR measured is sufficiently high enough to substitute the Rician
PDF of the corrupted amplitude as a Gaussian PDF [5, 62]. This means the likelihood of








Equivalently, the ML estimate that maximizes Eq. (84) minimizes the weighted LS estimate:
x̂A,ML = arg min
x
(yA −HxA)TR−1eAeA(yA −HxA). (85)
If ReAeA is of the form given in Eq. (83), and the functional
L(xA) = (yA −HxA)TR−1eAeA(yA −HxA), (86)
then setting ∇xAL(xA) = 0 leads to the normal equation
HTR−1eAeAHx̂A,ML = H
TR−1eAeAyA, (87)





The structure of the MS matrix, H, has the properties of a matrix that represents the trans-
mission/emission computed tomography imaging process. Since the sum of every column
and row in H is non-zero, every HR pixel is measured and every LR pixel has information
about the HRI. Moreover, the consistent parameters of both equal pixel sizes and slice






[H]ij′ 1 ≤ j, j
′ ≤ N, (89)






[H]i′ j 1 ≤ i, i
′ ≤M. (90)
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If the columns of H are normalized to one (i.e, [H]ij ← [H]ijPM
i=1[H]ij
), then the contribution
matrix can be interpreted as a transition matrix or a set of probabilities from a HR pixel
to a detector or a LR pixel. Some iterative techniques to solve linear systems of non-
negative coefficients or transitional probabilities based on the projection onto convex sets
(POCS) formalism have established their convergence to be a minimizer of a weighted least
squares functional from any initial guess. This is equivalent to a ML estimate without
any regularization, given in Eq. (87). These include simultaneous algebraic reconstruction
techniques (SART) [37, 43]. Since the reconstructions work on the amplitude in the MRI
data, non-negativity is expected in the true image. Therefore, to avoid any negativity in
the estimate, correction can be applied multiplicatively on a positive initial estimate rather
than additively. Thus, we included the multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique
(MART), which maximizes the Shannon entropy consistent with available data [9]. MART
is intended for nonnegative solutions, where the forwarding matrx also has nonnegative
entries. Other families of reconstruction techniques in the computed tomography domain,
not implemented in this work, include the iterative back-projection, filtered back-projection
and expectation maximization algorithms. The expectation maximization algorithm has
been used for a Poisson counting process as opposed to a environment with Gaussian noise.
In comparison to the filtered back-projection algorithm, the POCS method demonstrates
better performance when the data is noisy, dynamic, inconsistent and over-determined [37].
Furthermore, the filtered back projection algorithm has been shown to neither work well
on localized tomographic projections nor on a small number of projections. Elad and Feuer
recognize the iterative back-projection algorithm as an error relaxation algorithm that has
the same additive form in updating and correcting the error as the algebraic reconstruction
techniques [22].
3.3.1 Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
The algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) is a basic form of the POCS algorithms
[37, 43]. The (l+1)th estimate is projected sequentially from the lth estimate to the nearest
admissible solution in the next convex set. This can be cast into an constrained optimization
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problem so that the (l + 1)th estimate of x is
x̂(l+1) = arg min
x
||x− x̂(l)||2 subject to yi(l+1) = Hi(l+1)x, (91)
where Hil is the i
th
l row or hyperplane of H and il = (l mod M) + 1 for cyclical control of
constraints. Eq. (91) is derived in [46] so that the (l + 1)th estimate is updated as








The relaxation factor is λl, where the convergence to x is satisfied when λl ∈ [0, 2]. If there
is a solution to y = Hx, then the sequence, {||x − x̂(l)||2}∞l=0 is decreasing and {x̂(l)}∞l=0
converges to the solution closest to x̂(0). If there does not exist a solution (i.e., inconsistent
case), then {x̂(l)}∞l=0 converges not to one point, but to a different point for each constraint.
These points are known as a limit cycle and it remains unknown if it is possible to compute
the least-squares solution from it.
3.3.2 Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
One advantage of simultaneous additive reconstruction (SART) over ART is its guaranteed
convergence to a LS solution for inconsistent cases [37]. It also known as the general-
ized Landweber iteration method. The next estimate is a weighted sum of all hyperplane
projections from the previous estimate [43]:
x̂(l+1) = x̂(l) + HT Λ(y−Hx̂(l+1)). (93)
Λ contains the relaxation coefficients for each of the solution sets. For an averaging effect on
all of the solutions, the structure of Λ is a diagonal matrix with all non-zero diagonal entries
equal to 1M , where M is the number of equations. In this case, i.e., Λ = λI, convergence
occurs if ||HT H||2 < 2 for x̂(0) = 0.
3.3.3 Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
In multiplicative ART (MART) given in [9], the reconstructed image has the lowest infor-
mation content consistent with the fidelity and is intended for positive solutions. That is,




p(x) log p(x), (94)
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is maximized over its sample space, S(x), while maintaining its fidelity. In other words,
MART is a constrained optimization problem that can be expressed as




xn lnxn subject to y = Hx. (95)












where λl ∈ (0, 1] with an initial positive vector x̂(0), i.e., x̂(0)n > 0, ∀n ∈ [0, N ]. Consis-
tent cases show that MART converges to a maximum entropy solution yet its convergence
behavior is unstable from noisy measurements of inconsistent data [9].
3.4 Computation of the Multi-Stack Observation Model
Accurate discretization of the forwarding model is needed for faithful reconstructions. This






where Sj is the space for the j
th voxel of x. The parallel sub-pixel spatial shifts previously
used in SR has made the computation of the observation model, H, tractable. The LR
voxels have always been multiples of the HR voxels with aligning boundaries. Thus, the
shared space is a cuboid and computing its volume is accomplished with multiplication that
simplifies the construction of H. Otherwise, if the LR warp is any affine transformation or
the PSF is more than a box function, the computation of H presents a challenge for accurate
discretization. This is indeed true for MS, where the rotation matrix, Rr (see Eq. (63)),
leads to skewed boundaries between the LR and HR voxels. In general, the intersection of
two voxels is a convex polytope, as Fig. 21 illustrates. Analytically computing the volume of
a convex polytope is cited as a difficult problem with one such algorithm given in [42]. This
technique is computationally expensive and not feasible with present workstation power.
Weighing the volume with the PSF in the integrand further compounds the difficulty of
analytic computation. Furthermore, the huge size of H makes the analytical methods of
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Figure 21: Convex polytope with shaded surfaces given by the intersection of two voxels.
computing all its elements simply impractical despite its sparseness from a small PSF and
its banded structure.
Until recently, the SR literature has neither focused directly on the ways of computing
H for affine warps nor the effects it has in the SRR when it is numerically approximated.
In the CT domain, reconstructions based on POCS have suffered from salt and pepper
noise when there are poor approximations used for computing H [38]. This effect in CT
can be mitigated by increasing the number of projections for an averaging effect on the
error. However, in SR there are much fewer projections, or LRIs, and the accuracy of the
approximation is a definite issue. It has seemed to be an overlooked issue in SR, perhaps
mainly due to the simple warps, i.e., translational. The circular symmetry3 of the PSFs on
the imaging sensors used in the majority of the SR so far has simplified the approximation
as well. For example, Tipping et al. approximate the contribution from a LR and a HR
image using Gaussian forms that depend only on the physical distance from the center








where Tx(i) : Z → R3 and Ty(j) : Z → R3 transform row and column indices in H to the
corresponding physical center space coordinates of the HRI and the LRIs, respectively. The







Figure 22: Contribution modelling used in Eq. (98) from [79]. (a) A circularly-symmetric
Gaussian PSF used in a LR pixel. (b) Overlayed boundaries of a rectangular LR pixel on
the modeled Gaussian PSF with two different HR pixels. In this contribution model, the
non-intersecting HR voxel (no. 1) gives an inaccurate higher contribution than the actual
intersecting HR voxel (no. 2).
width of the PSF is related to σ. This approximation model works well when the PSF is
or is approximately circularly-symmetric and the voxel is square [79]. However, if a pixel
of a LRI is rectangular, as is the case in multi-slice MRI, then this approximation poorly
approximates the contribution. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 22. The shape of the
LR and HR voxels are rectangle and square, respectively. Thus, the LR voxel effectively
has a long and short axis. A HR voxel that is adjacent to a LRI voxel in the direction of its
short axis is not covered, but this will lead to a higher contribution than a HR voxel that
is already included in the direction of the long axis. Furthermore, the approximation leads
to large inefficient computation and memory requirements, because the infinite support of
Eq. (98) produces nonzero entries everywhere in Ĥ. Without any clipping or thresholding
schemes, both computation and memory requirements have asymptotic orders of O(MN).
Rochefort appropriately made some of these observations about the numerical approx-
imation of models by providing quantitative comparisons in the SRRs based on different
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construction methods of H when the warps include affine transformations [63]. In their
methods, Rochefort et al. first assume the continuous HRI can be represented by the
discrete HR estimate with interpolation kernels based on B-splines [60]. Then, the con-
struction of H is divided into three categories based on point-wise interpolation: (1) exact
(2) convolve-then-warp and, (3) warp-then-convolve approximations. Exact computation is
limited to only translational warps with box PSFs, and certainly could not apply to MS. The
convolve-then-warp approximation assumes the warp can be well-approximated with trans-
lational motion typically due to the small support region of the PSF. As a consequence, it is
unable to capture rotations, sheers, or scale variations very well. The rotation matrices in
MS would thus be disqualified from using the convolve-then-warp method. The warp-then-
convolve approximation leads to expressing the estimate of the HRI with samples of the
true HRIs that are weighted with a warped B-spline kernel function. Results demonstrate
high precision for rotational warps in the SRR, thus proving it to be a strong candidate
for constructing the MS observation model. Rochefort et al. further recognize that even
this construction method is inaccurate for scale changes and propose a new construction
method of H based on L2 function approximation that goes well beyond the requirements
of the MS warp.
Prior to the construction methods of Rochefort et al., we developed our own competing
construction method for the MS observation model. In hindsight, the warp-then-convolve
approximation by Rochefort et al. may have been useful for constructing the MS observation
matrix for its accuracy and efficiency. Nevertheless, this alternative is based on stepping
through every voxel of the LRIs with accuracy controlled by the length of the stride. For
every step made within a LR voxel, the corresponding location in image space of the HRI
is determined by evaluating the location of the warp. This means every step will contribute
to some entry in H. The process of stepping may omit computing some space of the voxel
with an error in volume proportional to the step stride. Otherwise, stepping will include
partially computing the volume of an outside neighboring voxel. The algorithm is given in
Appendix C and Fig. 23 illustrates the maximum error of the volume computed for a given








Figure 23: A LR voxel with a solid line and its computed boundary with a dotted-line.
unity) and the sides have lengths, x, y, and z, then the normalized error in the volume of a
HR voxel is bounded by
evoxel(δ) <




δ(xy + xz + yz) + δ2(x+ y + z) + δ3
xyz
. (100)
Clearly, evoxel(δ)→ 0 as δ → 0. Asymptotic analysis of the running time for the construction
algorithm given in Appendix C is O(M |supp(h)|
δ3
), where supp(h) = {s|h(s) 6= 0} and |supp(h)|
is its volume. Hence, the error in volume for each voxel can be directly attenuated at the
cost of a longer running time in its construction.
3.4.1 Measuring the Fidelity of the Construction
To avoid confusing the fidelity of the above construction method to the performance of a
SRR technique, the estimate of H, denoted as Ĥ(δ), should be compared directly with its
true value. Of course, this is not possible in general. An experiment needs to be restricted to
observation models where H can be computed without any error. Hence, we will compare
our construction method with an observation process of parallel sub-pixel spatial shifts,
where the LR voxels are multiples of the HR voxels, share boundaries, and use a box PSF.





indicates the normalized error from the discretization of the observation model. Computing
Eq. (101) with realistic matrix sizes presents a further computational challenge of L2 norms.
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Figure 24: Frobenius norm of construction error as a function of the step size, δ.
Instead, the Frobenius norm is used to plot the normalized construction error as a function
of δ. In this case, there were eight LRIs with a pixel size equal to eight HR pixels, borders
aligned, with parallel one HR pixel shifts. The plot of Eq. (101) in this configuration is
shown in Fig. 24, which agrees with the convergence of error in Eq. (99).
3.5 Conclusion
Multi-Stack is an instance of the E&F SR observation model that departs from the tra-
ditional sub-pixel shifts and, instead, relies on rotational warps. The derived noise of MS
remains uncorrelated and Gaussian, provided there is no cross-talk interference, which leads
to equivalences in the least-squares and maximum-likelihood estimates. Each acquisition
resembles a localized tomographic projection that recommends the use of related algebraic
reconstruction techniques from the computed tomography domain. The construction (or
system) error for the discrete observation model can be made sufficiently close to zero from




The evaluation of the Multi-Stack method includes testing on both synthetic and real
Fast Spin Echo-Inversion Recovery (FSE-IR) multi-slice MRI data given in this chapter.
Maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation is applied so that there is not any bias in the SRR.
The three main experiments to support MS validation in this chapter are as follows.
1. The forwarding model of the multi-slice MR imaging method using the Shepp-Logan
phantom (SLP) is simulated, followed by super-resolution reconstruction.
2. A scan of an ex-vivo brain with the MS protocol is acquired. Then the SRR is com-
pared to one HR scan of comparable resolution. SNR efficiencies are then measured.
3. Six data sets of in-vivo brains1 using the FSE-IR multi-slice acquisition with the MS
protocol are acquired, followed by super-resolution reconstruction.
4.1 Simulated Multi-Stack Experiments
The purpose of using synthetic data is to rule out any complication such as motion or
unknown blurring. Parameters in the observation model include the
1. number of LRIs: P ,
2. slice selection profile: h(s),
3. slice thickness or the support of slice selection profile: supp(h(s)),
4. sampling period of slice selection profiles, TSS , and
5. SNR of data.
1Human subject experiments were carried out with Institutional Review Board approval.
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Each of these parameters has been varied in a series of simulations using the standard
Shepp-Logan Phantom (SLP) from computed tomography (CT) for the validation process
of MS using the ART, SART, and MART. Since the true underlying image (ground truth)






A fully-determined inversion problem can be configured with a variety of acquisition param-
eters. To evaluate the robustness of MS, comparisons are carried out of NMSE dynamics for
fully-determined inversion problems with equal hypothetical acquisition times but varying
numbers of LRIs, with correspondingly varied slice thickness. Under- and over-determined
MS systems are tested as well with either the number of LRIs or the slice thickness changed.
4.1.1 Computing Ground Truth
To make correct quantitative comparisons between the SRR and the ground truth, the SLP
needs to have the same sampling rate as the HR image. The hard-limited boundaries or
discontinuities of the ellipses in the SLP causes aliasing at any sampling rate, as shown in
Fig. 25. This is a recognized problem, causing singularities at the edges of the ellipsoids in
some computed tomography reconstructions [85]. In avoiding aliasing from a low sampling
rate we have first sampled the SLP on a HR lattice of 2048×2048 pixels and then used a low
pass filter followed by down-sampling to a 256 × 256 grid. We observed that the sampling
grid of 2048× 2048 showed an imperceptible amount of pixelation when compared to grids
of yet higher resolution.
4.1.2 Super-resolution Reconstruction using Different Step Sizes
The estimation of H for the sub-pixel shifts using the algorithm from Appendix C can
be constructed so that it is sufficiently close to its true value by adjusting the step size
parameter of the sampled voxel overlap, δ (see Appendix 3.4). However, the degree of error
for Ĥ(δ) using rotational warps instead of translational warps remains unknown. While it
may be difficult to compute H with a known precision for a MS configuration, the NMSE
of the SRR using varying step sizes can be determined as a function of δ. Fig. 27 shows
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 25: (a)Sampled version of the SLP on 256× 256 lattice after down-sampling from
low-pass filtered 2048 × 2048 lattice with a (b) cropped portion and a (c) cropped portion
of an aliased SLP.
several NMSE vs. iteration plots using the ART with equal parameters in the SRR except
for different values of δ. The plot shows diminishing differences in NSME as δ → 0. Unless
otherwise stated, all experiments hereafter will use a δ value of 0.01 spatial units.
4.1.3 Generating Projection Data
Generating the MS synthetic data should preserve its high quality and minimize the effects
of interpolation from rotation. The SLP lattice with size 2048 × 2048 is used as the input to
the discretized observation model forcing the PSF to be up-sampled by a factor of 8 in each
dimension so that it is consistent with the sampling rate. Nearest neighbor, bilinear, and
bicubic interpolation methods can be used to determine the values at rotated grid points.
Already, this fine lattice should diminish the interpolation effects once it is down-sampled to
the designated lattice of 256 × 256. The interpolation results given by DiBella et al. were
used as a guideline for selecting the appropriate scheme for generating the projection data
[18]. Their results show low error levels in computed tomography related reconstructions
for simulated projections that use bilinear and bicubic interpolation. This agrees with our
own experiments given in Table 6. The normalized error from the estimate of the projected
interpolated data, ŷ, and the projected true data, Ĥ(δ)x, approach each other as the lattice
density increases. Hereafter, the bicubic interpolation method was used to generate the MS
synthetic data using a lattice of 2048 × 2048.
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Figure 26: Effect of NMSE from different step integration sizes given in Appendix C.
Table 6: Normalized error in estimating noiseless projection data for 8 LR images, 8 pixel
slice thickness, δ = 0.01.
Interpolation ||Ĥ(δ)x−ŷ||
||Ĥ(δ)x||
2048 × 2048 ||Ĥ(δ)x−ŷ||
||Ĥ(δ)x||
1024 × 1024 ||Ĥ(δ)x−ŷ||
||Ĥ(δ)x||
512 × 512
Nearest Neighbor .009 .021 .04
Bilinear .005 .012 .021
Bicubic .003 .009 .015
4.1.4 Reconstructing a Point Source
The impulse response can help characterize the artifacts in the SRRs. The impulse response
for each LRS is a blur in the slice selection direction. Figure 27 shows the impulse response
using 8 LRSs, 8 pixel slice thickness, and a box PSF. The SRRs using ART, MART, and
SART are given in Fig. 27(j,k,l). The full width at half maximum measurements are 1.9,
1.1, and 2.0 pixels for ART, MART and SART, respectively.
4.1.5 Simulation Results
The following images show the center portion of the SRRs that captures the dynamics,
fidelity, and residual artifacts from the various cases described in Table 7. These images
correspond to the NMSE minima from the error vs iteration plots, which are also shown.
Center line profiles of some of the selected SRRs and their deviation from ground truth
(Fig. 28) are included. One iteration using either the ART and MART is a composition of
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projections over all M sets.
Table 7: Figure listing of SLP experiments with varying parameters.
Case Figures of SRRs Plots of NMSE & Line Profiles
Ground Truth Image 28(b) 28(c)
No. of LRIs, P 29 30
Slice thickness 31 32
SNR 33 34
Gaussian PSF 35 36
Equal stack to slice thickness 37 38
Cross-talk Interference 39 40
Long iterations - 42
Relaxation rates (λ) - 41
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 27: (a-h) The impulse response for a Multi-Stack configuration using 8 LRSs, 8
pixel slice thickness and distance with a box slice selection function from a (i) point source.
The SRRs using the (j) ART (k) MART and (l) SART methods.
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(a) (b)







Center Line Profile of True image
 
 
Center Line Profile of True image
(c)






N ART MART SART
0.3750 (under-) (a) (b) (c)
1 (fully-) (d) (e) (f)
1750 (over-) (g) (h) (i)
Figure 29: Under-, fully-, and over-determined SRRs using POCS on a noiseless SLP at
constant 8 pixel slice thickness, box PSF, and relaxation factor, λ = 10−3 for (a-c) 3, (d-f)
8, (g-i) and 11 LRIs. The measurements-to-uknowns is MN . Images correspond to NMSE
minima.
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3 stacks (NMSE = 0.02573)
7 stacks (NMSE = 0.0057242)
8 stacks (NMSE = 0.005127)
11 stacks (NMSE = 0.0037312)
23 stacks (NMSE = 0.0021625)
31 stacks (NMSE = 0.0024806)
(a)







Center Line Profile of SRR using ART
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 8 LR images
|SRR − true|
(b)






























3 stacks (NMSE = 0.017914)
7 stacks (NMSE = 0.006238)
8 stacks (NMSE = 0.005799)
11 stacks (NMSE = 0.0049286)
23 stacks (NMSE = 0.0038951)
31 stacks (NMSE = 0.0038592)
(c)







Center Line Profile of SRR using MART
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 8 LR images
|SRR − true|
(d)






























3 stacks (NMSE = 0.023829)
7 stacks (NMSE = 0.0056193)
8 stacks (NMSE = 0.0050116)
11 stacks (NMSE = 0.003779)
23 stacks (NMSE = 0.0022151)
31 stacks (NMSE = 0.0025187)
(e)







Center Line Profile of SRR using SART
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 8 LR images
|SRR − true|
(f)
Figure 30: NMSE vs. Iteration at varying number of LRIs using BOX PSF for (a) ART,





Pixel Thickness ART MART SART
4 (over-) (a) (b) (c)
8 (fully-) (d) (e) (f)
16 (under-) (g) (h) (i)
Figure 31: Under-, fully-, and over-determined SRRs using ART, SART, and MART
on noiseless SLP data for varying slice thickness at constant eight LRIs, box PSF, equal
relaxation factors at λ = 10−3, (a-c) 4, (d-f) 8, (g-i) and 16 pixel slice thickness.
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4 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.0030886)
8 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.0052981)
16 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.014143)
(a)







Center Line Profile of SRR using ART at 4 pixel slice thickness
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 8 LR images at 4 pixel slice thickness
|SRR − true|
(b)






























4 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.0050684)
8 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.0058305)
16 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.010166)
(c)







Center Line Profile of SRR using MART at 4 pixel slice thickness
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 8 LR images
|SRR − true|
(d)






























4 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.0030799)
8 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.0051988)
16 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.013901)
(e)







Center Line Profile of SRR using SART at 4 pixel slice thickness
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 8 LR images
|SRR − true|
(f)






SNR ART MART SART
76dB (a) (b) (c)
56dB (d) (e) (f)
36dB (g) (h) (i)
Figure 33: Fully-determined SRRs using ART, SART, and MART on noisy SLP data at
constant eight pixel slice thickness and eight LRIs, box PSF, equal relaxation factors at
λ = 10−3, (a-c) 76 dB, (d-f) 56dB, (g-i) and 36dB.
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76 dB (NMSE = 0.00506)
66 dB (NMSE = 0.0050843)
56 dB (NMSE = 0.0053171)
46 dB (NMSE = 0.0073632)
36 dB (NMSE = 0.022062)
(a)







Center Line Profile of SRR using ART at 36dB
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 36dB
|SRR − true|
(b)






























76 dB (NMSE = 0.027193)
66 dB (NMSE = 0.024488)
56 dB (NMSE = 0.024849)
46 dB (NMSE = 0.031191)
36 dB (NMSE = 0.080439)
(c)







Center Line Profile of SRR using MART at 36dB
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 36dB
|SRR − true|
(d)






























76 dB (NMSE = 0.004944)
66 dB (NMSE = 0.0049679)
56 dB (NMSE = 0.0052035)
46 dB (NMSE = 0.0072922)
36 dB (NMSE = 0.022275)
(e)







Center Line Profile of SRR using SART at 36dB
 
 
SRR Line Profile at 36dB
|SRR − true|
(f)
Figure 34: NMSE vs. Iteration at varying SNR using eight LRIs and eight pixel slice






N ART MART SART
0.3750 (under-) (a) (b) (c)
1 (fully-) (d) (e) (f)
1.3750 (over-) (g) (h) (i)
Figure 35: Under-, fully-, and over-determined SRRs using ART, SART, and MART
on noiseless SLP data for varying number of LRIs at constant eight pixel slice thickness,
Gaussian PSF (FWHM = slice distance =8 pixels), equal relaxation factors at λ = 10−3,
(a-c) 3 LR images, (d-f) 8 LRIs, (g-i) and 11 LRIs. The ratio of measurements to unknowns
is given as MN . 68






























3 stacks (NMSE = 0.062841)
7 stacks (NMSE = 0.046071)
8 stacks (NMSE = 0.044526)
11 stacks (NMSE = 0.043346)
23 stacks (NMSE = 0.041221)
(a)











































3 stacks (NMSE = 0.082334)
7 stacks (NMSE = 0.080151)
8 stacks (NMSE = 0.072586)
11 stacks (NMSE = 0.060666)
23 stacks (NMSE = 0.071428)
(c)











































3 stacks (NMSE = 0.062458)
7 stacks (NMSE = 0.046652)
8 stacks (NMSE = 0.044795)
11 stacks (NMSE = 0.043862)
23 stacks (NMSE = 0.041734)
(e)













Figure 36: NMSE vs. Iteration at varying number of LRIs using Gaussian PSF (FWHM




(a) 2/2 (b) 4/4 (c) 6/6
(d) 8/8 (e) 10/10 (f) 12/12
Figure 37: SRRs using ART for MS at Equal number of LRIs to thickness ratios
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2 stacks/2 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.013787)
4 stacks/4 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.013736)
6 stacks/6 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.021078)
8 stacks/8 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.0099727)
10 stacks/10 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.018859)
12 stacks/12 pixel slice thickness (NMSE = 0.037221)
(a)




Figure 39: SRRs using POCS for overlapping PSFs or cross-talk interference (8 pixel slice
thickness, 6 pixel slice distance) (a) ART (b) MART (c) SART






























ART  8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness, 6 pixel slice distance (NMSE = 0.037401)
MART 8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness, 6 pixel slice distance (NMSE = 0.019897)
SART 8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness, 6 pixel slice distance (NMSE = 0.037796)
(a)
Figure 40: NMSEs vs Iterations using POCS for overlapping PSFs or cross-talk interfer-
ence (8 pixel slice thickness, 6 pixel slice distance).
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ART λ = .001, 8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.0095126)
ART λ = .01,  8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.0095138)
ART λ = .1,   8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.0095539)
(a)






























MART λ = .001, 8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.0094024)
MART λ = .01,  8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.0094052)
MART λ = .1,   8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.009455)
(b)






























SART λ = .001, 8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.0095138)
SART λ = .01,  8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 0.0093343)
SART λ = .1,   8 stacks, 8 pixel slice thickness and distance (NMSE = 20.9552)
(c)
Figure 41: NMSE vs. Iteration at different relaxation rates λ=.001, .01, .1, using the (a)
ART, (b)MART and (c)SART.
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Center Line Profile of SRR for 36dB at 2000 iterations
 
 
Profile for minimal NMSE
Profile at 2000 iterations NMSE
(a)







Center Line Profile of SRR for Slice thickness greater than slice width at 2000 iterations
 
 
Profile for minimal NMSE
Profile at 2000 iterations NMSE
(b)
Figure 42: SLP line profile at 2000 iterations, where NMSE diverges from minima (a) 36
dB (b) slice thickness less than slice distance.
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4.1.6 Multi-Stack Observations on Shepp-Logan Phantom Data
Increasing the number of LRIs while maintaining a constant slice thickness and width
(Figs. 29 and 30) for the slice profile shows monotonically decreasing NMSE levels for the
ART, SART, and MART. Over-determined cases for MS show diminishing returns on lower
NMSE for an increasing number of LRIs. Image artifacts for the under-determined systems
include partial blurring and streaking similar to that seen in under-determined computed
tomography reconstructions, and some overshoot at sharp edges. The visual differences
in the SRRs become indiscernible as MS moves from a fully- to an over-determined case.
However, overshoot artifact near edges persists in the SRRs despite increases in the number
of LRIs, as shown in the center line profiles (Fig. 30(b,d,f)). These same observations apply
for the varying size of the slice thickness given a constant number of LRIs (Figs. 31 and 32).
The MART returned higher NMSE levels than ART and SART for noisy data (Figs. 33
and 34) and the difference is noticeable in the SRR of the SLP. The SNR at 36dB showed
increasing NMSE deviation from the ground truth after a given number of iterations. This
is mainly attributed to the nature of iterative methods. They recover low before high-
frequency content, and the increase in NMSE is due to the exclusive recovery of the high-
frequency noise [50]. The Gaussian envelope slice excitation gives comparable results to
the box-PSF (Figs. 29 and 36). The under-determined case in MART for a Gaussian PSF
shows a waffle-like artifact in the SRR (Fig. 35(b)). The under-determined case in ART and
SART for a Gaussian PSF show blurred edges and comparatively less streaking artifact than
the equivalent box-PSF SRRs in Figs. 29. The equal LRI-to-thickness ratio of one yields
comparable NMSE levels (Figs. 37 and 38). Increasing the LRIs for the equal image-to-
thickness ratio shows faster convergence rates towards a minimum but faster rates to higher
NMSE levels. In the case of cross-talk interference, a window of low NMSE levels are
shown (Figs. 39 and 40) with the MART demonstrated as superior to the other techniques.
The edge overshoot exacerbates as the iterations go beyond the optimal iteration (in the
NMSE sense) for some of the selected SRRs, as shown in Fig. 42. Consequently, iterating
longer does not always give the best (NMSE) results when using ML estimates. Decreasing
the relaxation values (λ) results in a slower convergence towards their respective minima.
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However, smaller relaxation values give lower NMSE values. Increasing the relaxation values
also increases the rate of divergence once the reconstruction goes beyond the optimal NMSE
value, as shown in Fig. 41. The stopping criterion remains a challenge, suggesting the use
of regularization and priors on the HRI estimate. There is a high correlation between the
information in neighboring tomographic projections in CT domain [31]. As a way to further
improve the convergence rate of the ART, Hounsfield ordered the tomographic projections
in such a manner that successive tomographic projections are well separated during the
reconstruction. This arrangement could be easily applied to MS as well so that the total
sum difference of consecutive scanning orientations is maximized. For example, instead of
scanning four scans that are ordered in the system matrix as {0o, 45o, 90o, 135o}, the system
becomes {0o, 90o, 45o, 135o}. Thus the sum of consecutive differences changes from 270o to
360o.
4.2 Multi-Stack Experiments on MRI Data
Seven MRI data studies were used to validate the MS approach to SR. Six studies are of
in-vivo brain specimens from healthy human volunteers while the remaining is an ex-vivo
brain. The scanning orientation with respect to the anatomy in all studies is distributed
from the sagittal (with a slice plane normal in the left-right direction) to coronal (with a slice
plane normal in the front-back direction) back to sagittal. This means the LR imagery of
any scan becomes apparent through any multi-planar reformat (MPR) in the axial direction.
Therefore, each image plane in the axial direction of the HR estimate is a separate 2-D SRR
problem. This reduction in dimensionality thus reduces the computational complexity as
well. The number, P , of LRSs ranged from six to eight and were all fully-determined.
Similar to the synthetic experiments, the SRR effects using a variety of parameters
are studied on the first in-vivo study. This includes the type of algorithm, the number of
iterations, and the size of the HR pixel. Results of these figures are outlined in Table 12. The
remaining five studies are included in Appendix E. All studies include an edge measurement
(Appendix 4.2.1) in the SRR as well as a MPR (using bilinear interpolation views) of the
SRR with corresponding MPRs of one sagittal and one coronal LRSs. The purpose is to
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demonstrate and quantify the resolution improvement in the SRR compared to the LR
imagery. Appendix D details the procedure for measuring the slice selection profile.
4.2.1 Measuring Edge Width
The degree of resolution improvement in the SRR from the LRSs is measured by edge
widths. Therefore, spatially consistent samples of edges of the in-vivo scans are selected
from the LRIs (along the slice selection direction) and the SRR. Using the technique given












An example of the sigmoid function for edge measurement is given in Fig. 43.
Figure 43: Sigmoid plot with an edge width of 8 units.
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4.2.2 Ex-vivo Study
Results from the ex-vivo study are shown in this subsection. Table 8 gives a listing of the
figures and tables as a navigational aid. Table 9 shows the relevant acquisition parameters
of the LRS with Fig. 44 showing the MPRs in the axial direction of all six LRSs. A HR
scan is included in this study with acquisition parameters given in Table 10. Its purpose is
to provide a SNR efficiency and fidelity quality comparison to the SRR computed from the










Ωforeground is a region of high intensity where its mean is the expected value. σbackground
is the standard deviation in pixel intensity of a background region. The measurements for
both the SRR and the HR scan are sampled from the same spatial regions for consistency.
Fig. 45 shows the MPRs of one sagittal and one coronal scan while Fig. 46 shows the MPRs
of the SRR and HR scan. Edge and SNR efficiency measurements are also given (Fig. 47
and Table 11).
Table 8: Ex-vivo study No. 1: Figure and table listing.
Description Figures Tables
LRS parameters - 9
Axial view of all LRSs 44 -
HR scan parameters - 10
MPRs of two LRSs 45 -
MPRs of HR scan and SRR 46 -
Edge Measurements 47 -
SNR efficiency Measurements - 11
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Table 9: Ex-vivo study No. 1: LRS parameters.
P 6
M1 ×M2 ×M3 30 × 256 × 256
LRS FOV 220 × 220
LR slice thickness 5mm
LR slice distance 5mm




Scan time (min:sec) 3:00
Figure 44: Ex-vivo study No. 1: Sagittal view from one of six LR stacks with the
reformatted axial views of all six input multi-slice stacks (sagittal, coronal scans) using the
3-D gradient echo pulse sequence at 30◦, slice thickness = 5 mm, in-plane pixel resolution
= 0.859 × 0.859 mm2.
Table 10: Ex-vivo study No. 1: HR scan parameters.
M1 ×M2 ×M3 200 × 256 × 256
LRS FOV 220 × 220
LR slice thickness 0.75mm
LR slice distance 0.75mm
Pulse Sequence 3DFZ
TE/TI/TR 4.2/(N/A)/30 ms
Scan time (hour:min:sec) 7:00:00
Table 11: Ex-vivo study No. 1: SNR efficiencies.
Method SNR Total time(min:sec) SNR efficiency
Multi-Stack SRR 39.5 23:06 1.06




(a) Axial MPR of sagittal LR stack (b) Coronal MPR of sagittal LR stack (c) Sagittal original LR slice
(d) Axial MPR of coronal LR stack (e) Coronal original LR slice (f) Sagittal MPR of coronal LR stack
Figure 45: Ex-vivo study No. 1: MPRs of the LRSs (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal
views of a sagittal scan (voxel = 0.859 mm × 5 mm × 0.859mm) (d-f) Axial, coronal, and




(a) Axial HR scan (b) Coronal HR scan (c) Sagittal HR scan
(d) Axial SRR (e) Coronal SRR (f) Sagittal SRR
Figure 46: Ex-vivo study No. 1: HR and SRR comparison using MPRs (a-c) Axial,
coronal, and sagittal views of the HR 3-D scan (voxel = 0.75 mm × 0.75 mm × 0.75 mm)
(d-f) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR using ART (voxel = 0.859 mm × 0.859
mm × 0.859 mm)
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(a) (b) (c)












Fitted edges (using Sigmoid function) between LR, SRR and HR images
 
 
LR measured edge width = 5.3038
SRR measured edge width = 0.96809
HR measured edge width = 1.0106
(d)
Figure 47: Ex-vivo study No. 1: (a) LR, (b) SRR, and (c) HRIs (d) with Fitted sigmoid
function on selected edge (denoted in black).
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4.2.3 In-vivo Studies
Only results from in-vivo study No. 1 are shown in this subsection; the remaining five are
given in Appendix E. Table 12 gives a listing of the figures and tables as a navigational aid.
Different algorithms, iterations and pixel sizes were introduced to capture any differences
from the SRRs. MPRs of one sagittal and one coronal of the LRSs along with the SRR are
shown in Fig. 55.
Table 12: In-vivo Study No. 1: Figure and table listing.
Case Figures Tables
LRS parameters - 13
Different Algorithms 48 -
Different Iterations 49 -
Different Iterations 50 -
Different HR pixel sizes 51, 52, 53 -
Edge measurement 54 -
MPR views of two LRIs and SRR 55 -
Table 13: In-vivo Study No. 1: LRS parameters.
P 6
M1 ×M2 ×M3 48 × 512 × 512
LRS FOV 220 × 220
LR slice thickness 5mm
LR slice distance 5mm
SRR voxel Size 5.0 × 0.4297 × 0.4297 mm3






Figure 48: In-vivo Study No. 1: (a) One of the six LRIs (sagittal) using a multi-planar
reformat; Pixel Res = 5.0 × 0.8594 mm2. SRR using (b) ART (c) MART (d) SART Pixel
Res = 0.8594 × 0.8594 mm2 (over-determined case) at 200 iterations.
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(a) (b)
Figure 49: In-vivo Study No. 1: SRR using (a) SART at 800 iterations (b) MART at




Figure 50: In-vivo Study No. 1: Over-determined case: SRR using ART at (a) 100 (b)
200 (c) 500 (d) 1000 iterations with HR estimate pixel size = .8594 × .8594.
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(a)
Figure 51: In-vivo Study No. 1: Over-determined case: SRR using ART at 1000 iterations;
Pixel size=0.8594 × 0.8594mm2.
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(a)
Figure 52: In-vivo Study No. 1: Fully-determined cases SRR using ART at 1000 iterations;
Pixel size = 0.4297 × 0.4297mm2. White arrows denote some of the edge differences from
the under- and over-determined cases.
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(a)
Figure 53: In-vivo Study No. 1: Under-determined case: SRR using ART at 1000 itera-
tions; Pixel size = 0.2148 × 0.2148 mm2.
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LR measured edge width = 10.1748
Over−determined SRR measured edge width = 2.5959
(a)
(b)
Figure 54: In-vivo Study No. 1: (a) Edge measurement from (a) SRR image at 1000





(a) Axial SRR view (b) Coronal SRR view (c) Sagittal SRR view
(d) Axial MPR of sagittal LR stack (e) Coronal MPR of sagittal LR stack (f) Sagittal original LR slice
(g) Axial MPR of coronal LR stack (h) Coronal original LR slice (i) Sagittal MPR of oronal LR stack
Figure 55: In-vivo Study No. 1: (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR using
ART (voxel = 0.8594 mm × 0.8594 mm × 0.8594 mm) (d-f) Axial, coronal, and sagittal
views of a sagittal scan (voxel = 5 mm × 0.8594 mm × 0.8594 mm) (g-i) Axial, coronal,
and sagittal views of a coronal scan (voxel = 0.8594 mm × 5 mm × 0.8594 mm).
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4.2.4 Multi-Stack Observations on MRI Data
Table 14: Width of Edge Measurements for FSE-IR multi-slice MRI data.
Study Width of LRI Width of SRR Improvement ratio
Ex-vivo 5.30 0.96 5.52
In-vivo No. 1 10.17 2.60 3.91
In-vivo No. 2 9.19 2.81 3.27
In-vivo No. 3 N/A N/A N/A
In-vivo No. 4 10.08 3.81 2.65
In-vivo No. 5 8.04 3.08 2.61
In-vivo No. 6 11.05 5.29 2.09
The algorithms applied to study no. 1 give comparable SRRs for the over-determined
case in Fig. 48. Some of the soft-tissue structure of the brain shown in the SRRs at 200
iterations remains blurry that are then only resolved at either 800 or 1000 iterations, as
shown in Fig. 49.
Truth is unknown using the LR multi-slice data sets. Thus, one SRR over another
can undergo subjectively preferable treatment. However, the issue of stopping during the
iterative reconstruction process may be aided by observing the edges containing both the
background region (i.e., outside the brain) and soft tissues. These edges are where the
region of support for the image function ends. Our ability to identify the locations of these
particular edges implies that there is prior knowledge of the image. Heterogeneity in the
background is not expected. In the previously observed SLP experiments, edge overshoot
grows with respect to those iterations that are subsequent to the optimal iteration (in the
NMSE sense). We assume the same behavior of the error for the cases of real multi-slice
data as well. As edge overshoot becomes more apparent in the background at the brain
boundary, it can be assumed that the current iteration would exceed the optimal iteration.
This can be observed in the SRR from Fig. 50(c) and (d). As the SRR estimate goes from
500 to 1000 iterations, speckle from edge overshoot becomes more apparent suggesting that
iterating further would cause an increase in NMSE.
In some of the data sets, the LRIs do not fully cover the brain and thus the outer field
of view in the reconstruction is slightly sampled. Reconstruction artifacts in these under-
determined regions visually appears to be limited, but includes a residual blurring effect
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also observed in the under-determined SLP reconstructions. If the most relevant anatomy
is centered in the field of view, acquisition time may be saved in this fashion by allowing a
certain degree of image quality degradation in less relevant peripheral structures.
Only slight changes occur, such as sharper edges, when the pixel size of the HR estimate
is decreased from a over-determined to fully-determined system, as shown in Figs. 51 and
52. Arrows are used in the imagery in Fig. 52 to highlight any differences. Noise is slightly
more apparent in the fully-determined case as well. The under-determined case in Fig. 53
does not show any new edge definition or content. Furthermore, it shows some streaking
artifacts in the center of brain anatomy. SNR efficiency measurements of the SRR and the
7 hour HR scan is shown in Table 11.
The MPRs capture isotropic HR in the SRR (Fig. 55). The MPRs from study numbers
2, 4, 5, and 6 show similar improvement in isotropic HR (Figs. 75), (78), (80), (82)). For
example, in study number 5, a comparison of the reformatted LR views in the in-vivo scan
(Figs. 80(d-i)) with the corresponding SRR (Figs. 80(a-c)) clearly illustrates the resolution
improvement in the slice selection direction. Fig. 80(a) shows an axial view of the SRR
compared to the LR MPRs of Figs. 80(d,g). Fig. 80(b) and Fig. 80(c) show the coronal and
sagittal views of the SRR compared to the LR MPRs of Figs. 80(e,h) and Figs. 80(f,i), re-
spectively. The Globus Pallidus internal and external are resolved clearly in all dimensions,
and this is not the case in the individual LR stacks (see arrows). Comparing the sagittal
view of the SRR (Fig. 80(c)) with the corresponding native high in-plane resolution image
(Fig. 80(f)) of the input stack data, we observe new details in the SRR in many locations
due to mitigation of partial volume effects2. White matter tracts and cereberal spinal fluid
spaces in the cerebellum clearly show improved definition. Similar observations may be
made comparing the coronal SRR view (Fig. 80(b)) with the corresponding coronal input
stack image. In particular, the sharper delineation of the brain stem boundary in the SRR
image is observed.
The degree of improvement in the measured widths of the edges are comparable as shown
2The partial volume effect is the phenomenon where voxels in an image represent more than one tissue
type.
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from Table 14. The SRR from study no. 3 (see Fig. 76) shows a ghosting-like artifact near
edge boundaries that strongly indicates a mis-alignment between the LRIs. Chapter (5) is
dedicated to a new MS observation that corrects for motion between LRSs.
4.3 Execution Times
All reconstructions were executed on an Intel Xeon CPU 3.20GHz 16GB RAM machine
with GNU/Linux. In the SLP experiments, executing 2000 iterations, (relaxation rates =
.01) on a fully determined system (8 LR stacks at 8 pixel slice thickness) for our implemen-
tations of ART, MART, and SART took 49, 1355 and 95 seconds, respectively. The under-
and over-determined SLP cases had comparable execution times. The translational sym-
metry along the readout direction in the ex-vivo brain, and in-vivo brain, allowed repeated
use of the system matrix for each reconstructed slice. Constructing the fully-determined
system matrix (at δ = 0.01) for the SLP experiment lasted six minutes. ART reconstruc-
tion for these experiments took under 2 seconds per slice at 100 iterations for 250 slices
totaling 500 seconds. We note that computing the system matrix is calculated only once
for problems with translational symmetry. For known problem geometries the matrix may
be pre-computed, pre-conditioned and stored, thus not further affecting the actual recon-
struction time. One key advantage of MART and ART is their ability to temporarily work
on incomplete data. Since the MS data is acquired sequentially over the LRS, a sequential
image reconstruction technique can be used in parallel during the acquisition process, which
thus gives computational advantages to the ART and MART over SART.
4.4 Conclusion
The MS approach to SR is validated through the tests given on synthetic and real FSE-IR
multi-slice MRI data. Supporting experiments demonstrated resolution improvement in
the slice selection direction but also improved in-plane resolution in multi-slice scans, due
to reduction in partial volume averaging. We have presented image reconstructions which
show isotropic high resolution otherwise only found with 3-D MRI acquisitions, and the
high contrast currently only obtained from 2-D multi-slice MRI acquisitions. Multi-Stack
experiments on simulated data resulted in super-resolution reconstructions of high fidelity.
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Additive correction methods were found superior to multiplicative methods, confirming
known results for conventional tomographic reconstruction. SRRs from real data revealed
new anatomical features while simultaneously attenuating partial volume image artifact.
The method carries promise to improve spatial resolution in clinically feasible data acquisi-




MULTI-STACK MODELED WITH MOTION
To minimize any motion in the LRSs, minimizing the time between them is desirable. In
some of the in-vivo studies given in Chapter 4, queueing all the LR acquisitions on the
scanner software increased the throughput of the overall process. In some of these in-vivo
experiments, the interval between the 3-minute LR acquisitions was reduced to 5 seconds.
This decrease in time certainly decreases the potential for any head motion of the patient.
Further improvements based on parallel imaging techniques using multiple RF receiving
coils can further decrease the acquisition time as well [61]. When MRI is used as a surgical
navigation aid for the intended brain-related diseases, the rigid stereotactic frame that
is attached to the head effectively eliminates involuntary movement. Yet Multi-Stack is
untested to date with a stereotactic frame as well as other applications. Therefore, motion
correction between the LRIs may be necessary for the SR technique of MS. One of the
six validation MRI studies (No. 3 in Appendix E.0.2) shows a ghosting-like artifact (see
Fig. 76) in the SRR that indicates a mis-registration between some the LRIs. This chapter
addresses the issues of motion in MS. We limit our analysis to a rigid head motion of the
LRSs, instead of a deformable one. The hard non-deformable skull that holds the brain
in place with constant cerebral spinal fluid pressure justifies considering only this type of
motion. Furthermore, we assume that any motion is only between the acquistions of the
LRSs and not during them. If there is motion during a LR acquisition, motion artifacts
will manifest and the LRS is to be repeated immediately. In this chapter, MS is re-modeled
to account for motion between LRSs. Motion estimation methods are reviewed with a
perspective towards MS. Then, results and observations based on both a synthetic data set
and the mentioned in-vivo study (no. 3) are given, followed by concluding remarks.
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5.1 The Multi-Stack Formula with Rigid Motion
The MS observation model in Eq. (60) will now be modified to account for an unknown




x(Ars + br)h(Rr(s−Vn))ds + er[n]. (107)
The matrix, Ar ∈ SO(3), is parameterized by three rotations, φr, ϕr, ψr, about the origin:
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and br ∈ R3 is the translational component from the origin. For notational clarity, these
six parameters are concatenated into vr = [φr ϕr ψr b
T
r ]
T . Thus, the effective warps of
x(s) are now unknown and need to be incorporated into the estimation process so that
yr = DrCrFr(vr)x + er, (109)
or
y = H(v)x + e, (110)
where v = [vT1 · · ·vTp ]T ∈ R6P×1. The matrix H is now a function of the motion parameters,
v. If the LRIs are registered (i.e, v = 0, or equivalently, Ar = I,br = 0), then the ij
th
entry of H in Eq. (63) holds. Any motion invalidates Eq. (63). However, a substitution of






r s− (A−1r br + Vn)))ds + er[n], (111)






r s− (A−1r br + Vn)))ds, (112)
where Sj is the space from the j
th LR voxel.
5.2 Motion Estimation Methods
Recognizing that y is non-linear with respect to {Ar,br}Pr=1 in Eq. (107), simultaneous
estimation of these motion and HRI variables have been recast into a Bayesian formalism
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[29, 58, 79]. The ML estimates,
x̂ML, v̂ML = arg max
x,v
p(y|x,v), (113)





Then, according to [39], if the likelihood of the parameters without motion is Gaussian,




As mentioned in Appendix 2.4.3, Eq. (113) can be generally solved by (1) inference (2)
alternating minimization, or (3) sequential techniques.
5.2.1 Inference
In general, the process of inference requires marginalization of the likelihood function. In
[79], Tipping et al. apply this principle by solving for








where S(x) is the sample space of x. In their case, x in Eq. (117) was specified as a zero
mean Normal RV, which greatly simplified the distribution of measurements conditioned
on the motion transformations to yet another Gaussian distribution. This avoids both the
direct integration of Eq. (117) and drawing from the sample space of x (i.e., enumerating
S(x)). However, this method is not readily applicable if priors on the HRI are absent. In
general, inference is computationally infeasible. Furthermore, aside from using Gaussian
priors, other HR prior forms used to evaluate Eq. (117) were not addressed in their work.
5.2.2 Alternating minimization
Alternating minimization (AM) optimizes a two argument function for one variable while the
other is fixed in a given iteration and vice-versa in the following iteration [15]. Algorithm (1)
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Algorithm 1 Alternate minimization algorithm for estimation of x and v.
Require:
τv and τx are the convergence tolerances for v and x.
1: l← 0
2: v̂(l) ← 0
3: x̂(l) ← 0
4: repeat
5: x̂(l+1) ← arg maxx p(y|x, v̂(l))
6: v̂(l+1) ← arg maxv p(y|x̂(l+1),v)
7: l ← l + 1
8: until ||x̂(l) − x̂(l−1)|| ≤ τx and ||v̂(l) − v̂(l−1)|| ≤ τv
9: return x̂(l), v̂(l)
is an instance of this decoupled optimization technique for solving Eq. (113). The sequential
technique is a special case of alternating minimization that iterates only once.
There have been experimental comparisons of the simultaneous and decoupled ap-
proaches to the problems of both reconstruction and motion estimation [13]. For exam-
ple, Chung et al. show lower error levels in their results for the simultaneous approach as
opposed to an instance of a decoupled approach for their experiments. If the convergence
conditions for alternating minimization, given in Appendix F are satisfied, then
lim
l→∞
p(y|x̂(l), v̂(l)) = max
x,v
p(y|x, v). (118)
Appendix F continues to apply these convergence conditions for the alternating minimiza-
tion technique based on Eq. (115).
Note however, that every refinement of x̂ (line 5 in Algorithm (1)) requires re-computing
H(v̂) given by Eq. (112). In our construction method (see Appendix (C)), computation
time is O(M |supp(h)|
δ3
). Yet, it still remains to compute the optimal value of v̂ using the
current estimate of x. Recognizing that the down-sampling does not change as a function
of v̂, this part of the process can be reversed. That is, the rth LRI after it is up-sampled
becomes
D−1r (yr − er) = CrFr(vr)x. (119)
This is the basis for much of the SR work in motion estimation [6]. This is similar to the
iterative back-projection algorithm from Eqns. (49) and (50). Certainly, the exact down-
sampling is not invertible and consequently, interpolation is substituted as the inverse to Dr
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instead. So rather than finding motion estimates of the LRIs to a reference LRI, they are
first up-sampled. However, naively applying gradient descent techniques to solve for vr in
Fr(vr) remains an immense challenge since it is a matrix-valued function that has a matrix-
valued argument, Fr(vr) : R
6P×1 → RN×N . In this case, its gradient is a matrix with 6PN 2
elements. As an alternative, block matching techniques or registration algorithms are often
successfully used in practice.
5.2.3 Block Matching and Registration algorithms
The different types of block matching metrics used for SR include the sum of absolute
differences, mean-square error, and normalized cross-correlation [6]. However, these par-
ticular methods are intensity-based, which are inflexible with respect to any variations in
contrast within the LRIs nor do they use any known PDF of the imagery. Furthermore, the
non-convexity of the registration problem can trap the current motion estimate into local
minima if the initial estimates are inaccurately initialized [59]. This is indeed conceivable
in MS because the disjoint field of views from in-vivo case no. 5 may falsely align the
black backgrounds together (see Appendix E.0.4 Fig. 80(e)(g)). Hence, we use a mutual
information metric over a subset of the field of view in our motion estimation method.
Mutual information is the shared information of two RVs that is independent of either
their modality or intensity. A reference volume, x(s), and a test volume, y(s), are matched
using a rigid transformation, (A,b ∈ SO(3) × R3), so that their mutual information is
maximized. That is,
Â, b̂ = arg max
A,b
I(x(s), y(As + b)) (120)
where
I(x, y) = h(x)− h(x|y) (121)
The entropy and conditional entropy functions are h(.) and h(.|.), respectively, (see Eq. (94)).
Since the unknown PDF of the HRI is needed for entropy estimation, they are approximated
through Parzen windows [84, 33]. These constitute a superposition of smooth symmetric
kernels (i.e, Gaussian, box-car, B-spline, etc) centered on the intensity of each pixel sample.
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where K(.) is the kernel, and S(x(s)) are the samples of x(s). As the number of samples
increase and the process is ergodic, the Parzen window estimates approaches the true PDF.
Wells et al. estimated the gradient of the mutual information with respect to the trans-
formation, ∇̂(A,b)I(x(s), y(As+ b)), based on the estimate of the PDF given in Eq. (122).
This is then used as part of an additive update in a steepest descent algorithm so that
(Â, b̂)← (Â, b̂) + α∇̂(Â,b̂)I(x(s), y(Âs+ b̂)), (123)
where α is the rate of change.
Multi-resolution techniques that are often used in registration algorithms prevent an
optimization from becoming trapped into local extremum. Optimization is repeated multi-
ple times each at different levels of pixel resolution. A coarse optimization always preceeds
a finer one and the final motion estimate for one level is the initial estimate to the next
level. Multi-resolution is most useful when the reference and test volumes are significantly
mis-aligned. While the misalignments of the LRIs are not negligible for SR, we have ob-
served that they are close to each other. Hence, a multi-resolution scheme is not critical
for efficient performance and we have not included it in our method. However, the varying
field of views observed in some of the multi-slice scans restricts the registration over their




x(Ars + br)h(Rr(s−Vn))ds + er[n], (124)







To account for motion in the MS model, Eq. (119) indicates that the r th up-sampled LRI
should be registered against the rth warped and convolved version of x(s). Therefore, the
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motion estimation problem is evaluated over the shared field of view, Ω
′
, of all the LRIs as




r s + br) ∗ h(s), y(s) ↑ V ), (126)
where ↑ is the up-sampling process with factors given in the diagonal entries of V from
Eq. (59). Bicubic interpolation is the effective up-sampling method. Algorithm (2) outlines
the steps for solving Eq. (126), which is the applied motion estimation for line 6 of Algo-
rithm (1). The motion parameters are thus updated using the final SRR after it reaches the
desired number of iterations in the assignment: x̂(l+1) ← arg maxx p(y|x, v̂(l))). Therefore,
H(v̂) is recomputed after each new motion estimate and the translational symmetry initially
assumed in the frequency-encoded axis will not be satisfied if motion exists in this direc-
tion. Consequently, the series of decoupled 2-D inversions is now one 3-D inversion problem
that is solved using the ART. To speed the convergence of the alternating minimization
algorithm, the initial HR estimate for a given iteration is the final SRR from the previous
one.
Algorithm 2 v̂← arg maxv p(y|x̂,v)
Require:
x̂ is the current HR estimate
V is the diagonal matrix containing the down-sampling rates for each dimension
h(s) is the slice selection function
{Rr}Pr=1 are known rotation matrices
{Â(0)r , b̂
(0)
r }Pr=1 are the initial transformation estimates
{τAr , τbr}Pr=1 are convergence criteria
Ω
′
is the registration region
1: for r ← 1 : P do
2: y
↑
r ← yr ↑ V {Use bicubic interpolation}
3: l ← 0
4: repeat




r s + b̂
(l)
r ) {Use bicubic interpolation}









r ) + ∇̂(Â(l)r ,b̂(l)r )I(x̂blur,y
↑
r)|Ω′
8: l ← l + 1
9: until ||Â(l)r − Â
(l−1)




r || ≤ τbr
10: end for





Results using the alternating minimization technique and the mutual information metric
for motion estimation are reported using both synthetic and FSE-IR multi-slice MRI data.
5.4.1 Synthetic motion
For the synthetic data, the SLP was translated and rotated according to the values given
in Table 15. The 2-D domain reduces the number of rotations and translation components
from three to one and three to two, respectively. Each of the eight LRIs has eight pixel
slice thickness and distance without any noise with a box PSF for a fully-determined sys-
tem. Fig. 58 shows the six SRRs corresponding to the motion correction estimates using
Algorithm (1) with their NMSE vs iteration plots given in Fig. 56). This figure reflects the
intermediate results from Algorithm (1). Each of the six curves, denoted in the legend by
”ith iteration”, corresponds to a SRR process from the alternating minimization algorithm
whose input is the set of LRIs that are motion corrected. The reference volume for the
motion corrected LRIs for this ith curve is the SRR result from the previous SRR, i.e., the
(i − 1)th. The initial estimate to the ith SRR is the result from the 1000th iteration in the
ART used in the previous (i−1)th SRR process. The figure also includes the NMSE plot for
reconstruction without any motion for comparison with its corresponding SRR in Fig. 57.











respectively, are shown in Fig. 59 for each alternating minimization iteration. A 1% stopping
criteria in the registration and alternating minimization algorithms (τA and τb) was chosen.
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Figure 56: Synthetic motion and SR estimation experiment: NMSE vs Iteration plot
for each Alternating minimization iteration of Algorithm (1). The corresponding SRRs of
each iteration are given in Fig. 58 using the initial motion vectors from Table 15. The
initial estimate to the SRR are the final estimate from the previous SRR in the alternating
minimization. The NMSE vs iteration plot for no motion is also given.






Figure 58: Synthetic motion and SR estimation experiment: Each image corresponds to
a SRR after motion correction using the initial motion vectors given in Table 15. These
are SRRs of the (a) Initial (no motion correction) (b) 2nd (c) 3rd (d) 4th (e) 5th and (f) 6th
iteration of Algorithm (1) using the motion correction from Algorithm (2).
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Plots of the normalized translational distance errors vs AM iteration
 
 
1st LR; true = 1.4142
2nd LR; true = 2.8284
3rd LR; true = 4.2426
4th LR; true = 5.6569
5th LR; true = 7.0711
6th LR; true = 8.4853
7th LR; true = 9.8995
8th LR; true = 11.3137
(a)









Plots of the normalized rotation errors vs AM iteration






















1st LR; true = 1
2nd LR; true = −2
3rd LR; true = 3
4th LR; true = −4
5th LR; true = 5
6th LR; true = −6
7th LR; true = 7
8th LR; true = −8
(b)
Figure 59: Synthetic motion and SR estimation experiment: Plots of the normalized errors
vs alternating minimization iteration for (a) translational distances (edr ) (b) rotations (eθr).
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Table 15: Synthetic motion and SR estimation experiment: Eight LRIs artificially rotated
and translated.
LRI No., r Rotation, θr Translation vector, br
1 1 [1 -1]
2 -2 [-2 2]
3 3 [3 -3]
4 -4 [-4 4]
5 5 [5 -5]
6 -6 [-6 6]
7 7 [7 -7]
8 -8 [-8 8]
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5.4.2 Multi-slice MRI Data
In-vivo study No. 3 in Chapter four showed a ghosting artifact in the SRR (see Fig. 76).
Therefore, we relied on this study to be the data in our super-resolution with motion
experiment. Fig. 60(a,c,e) simultaneously show MPRs of both the first and last acquired
LR sagittal scans using checkerboard patterns without any motion correction. These are
both sagittal scans separated by 30o in their scanning orientation. Fig. 60(b,d,f) show
the checkerboard of the two LRSs again. However, these three MPRs correspond to the
transformation using the motion correction estimates after the final (third) iteration of the
alternating minimization algorithm. The final estimates in Table 16 results from three
iterations in the repeat-until loop from Algorithm (1). Fig. 61(a,c,e) and (b,d,f) show the
MPRs of the SRR with and without motion correction, respectively. Fig. 61(b,d,f) is the
SRR from the third and final iteration in the repeat-until loop from Algorithm (1). A
1% stopping criteria in the registration and alternating minimization algorithms (τA and
τb) was chosen using three iterations of the alternating minimization technique and 1000
iterations of the ART. All of the field of views from the six LRSs covered the head, so the
region for matching included the entire volume of the brain. In this study, the slice selection
profile was not measured, and a box-PSF was used instead.
Table 16: Multi-slice MRI data motion and SR estimation experiment: Six LR volumes
and their estimated rotations and translations after the third iteration from the alternating
minimization algorithm.
LRI No., r Rotations (degrees): θr, ϕr, ψr Translation (mm): br
1 0.02,-0.11,0.09 [0.29 0.13 0.09]
2 -0.35,-0.11,0.19 [-0.35 -0.27 0.09]
3 1.78,-0.13,2.00 [-0.49 2.49 2.1]
4 1.35,-0.11,3.35 [-0.24 2.85 1.09]
5 1.1,-2.87,2.39 [1.71 2.44 0.97]





(a) Sagittal view of two LRIs without motion correction (b) Sagittal view of two LRIs with motion correction
(c) Coronal view of two LRIs without motion correction (d) Coronal view of two LRIs with motion correction
(e) Axial view of two LRIs without motion correction (f) Axial view of two LRIs with motion correction
Figure 60: Multi-slice MRI data motion and SR estimation experiment: In-vivo study No.
3: Checkerboard imagery of two sagittal LRSs (30o difference in scanning orientation) with
and without motion correction using the alternating minimization technique. The LRIs in
(b,d,f) correspond to the transformation using the motion correction estimates after the





(a) Sagittal SRR without motion correction (b) Sagittal SRR with motion correction
(c) Coronal SRR without motion correction (d) Coronal SRR with motion correction
(e) Axial SRR without motion correction (f) Axial SRR with motion correction
Figure 61: Multi-slice MRI data motion and SR estimation experiment: SRR using alter-
nating minimization technique (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR without
motion correction using ART (voxel = 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) (d-f) Axial, coronal,
and sagittal views of the SRR using alternating minimization (after 3 iterations) motion




Each subsequent acquired LRS shows increasing motion distances for in-vivo study no.
3 (e.g., see Table 16). This motion between the first and last LRS is apparent in the
checkerboard imagery (Fig. 60(a,c,e)), especially at the head and background boundary.
After motion correction and inspection of Fig. 60)(b,d,f), the two images align well at each
other’s boundaries. This results in a clear and informative SRR shown in Fig. 61(b,d,f).
5.5.2 Multi-slice Data
Each subsequent acquired LRS shows increasing motion distances for in-vivo study no.
3 (e.g., see Table (16)). This motion between the first and last LRS is apparent in the
checkerboard imagery (Fig. (60)(a,c,e)), especially at the head and background boundary.
After motion correction and inspection of Fig. (60)(b,d,f), the two images align well at each
other’s boundaries. This results in a clear and informative SRR shown in Fig. (61)(b,d,f).
5.5.3 Execution Times
Software included the GNU/Linux, Brainwork and ITK tools [33]. The alternating mini-
mization technique executing on an Intel Xeon CPU 3.20GHz 16GB RAM machine lasted
approximately one hour using the SLP data set. Each iteration of the alternating mini-
mization technique took approximately ten minutes with six iterations; approximately one
minute for the SRR (1000 iterations using ART), six minutes to construct and update the
new contribution matrix, and three minutes to perform registration correction (α = .1 in
Eq. (123)). Execution of the in-vivo data set lasted approximately 36 hours. Each of the
three iterations of the alternating minimization algorithm took 12 hours (δ = 0.01 is the
parameter in constructing H); ten hours to compute the contribution matrix, one hour for
the ART, and the remaining one hour for registration. The great loss in speed for the
3-D version of MS is best explained with the extra dimension. In 2-D, the running time
to compute the contribution matrix is proportional to O( M |supp(h)|
δ2
). The 3-D introduces
another δ in the denominator (i.e., O(M |supp(h)|
δ3
)), causing a slow-down factor of 100× at
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δ = 0.01. However, the process of computing the contribution matrix is distributed over
the LRI voxels. Consequently, Algorithm (3) from Appendix C can be arranged so that
run time experiences a speed-up factor that scales linearly with the number of processing
elements.
5.6 Conclusion
MS re-modeled with rigid motion between LRSs is a feasible approach to SR in multi-slice
MRI. The simulated motion experiments of synthetic data return SRRs of high fidelity
comparable to one without motion when using the alternating minimization technique.
However, CPU time emerges as a new bottleneck in this technique. Incorporating the
mutual information metric has made our approach to the motion estimation problem for
SR novel enough to warrant further study.
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CHAPTER VI
SAMPLING STRATEGIES OF SUPER-RESOLUTION IN
MULTI-SLICE MRI
MS is a feasible approach to achieving SR for MRI, but its performance as compared to
the parallel sub-pixel shift method of Greenspan et al. remains to be determined [27]. This
chapter begins with head-to-head experimental comparisons using MS and the conventional
“Parallel Stack” (PS) approach using both simulated and real multi-slice MRI data. So far,
we have assumed prior knowledge of the slice excitation, but a key measure of robustness
of a SR technique is its response to uncertainty in the slice profile. With a phantom as a
measurement tool for the slice excitation profile, as described in Appendix (D), the profile
shape may be estimated for a certain pulse sequence. Otherwise the slice profiles will
remain unknown, as well as the effects they will have on the SRR. Therefore, we expanded
the comparative evaluation by testing the approaches for their response to system error in
addition to measurement error. Furthermore, we recognize that the ML estimates used so
far, are generally ill-conditioned. That is, a small change in the measurements may cause
a large change in the ML estimate. Information may be lost in observation as well (i.e., a
linear forwarding system with a nonempty null space) and so some components can never
be recovered, regardless of the SRR technique. Therefore, as a regularized approach, we
explore a maximum a-posteriori (MAP) solution to emphasize smoothness in our HRI prior
so that overshoot artifacts at sharp edges in previously observed SRRs are attenuated.
6.1 Observation Model Comparison of Parallel- and Multi-Stack
The modeled degradation processes of PS and MS are similar. Their input to the SRR
consists of the LRIs after Fourier reconstruction, where the slice excitation is modeled as
a convolution of the HRI with the slice profile. Both techniques have the same effective
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Figure 62: Multi-Stack vs Parallel-stack illustration




x(s)hr(s−Vn)ds + er[n], (129)
where er[n] is the additive noise term (see Appendix (3.1)). Their difference is the warp
acting on the PSF:




MS : hr(s) = h(Rrs) Rr =
( 1 0 0
0 cos θr − sin θr






where TSS is the slice selection sampling period given as the last diagonal entry in V.
Figure 62 illustrates the difference between the two methods. As an example, a set of
multi-planar reformats (MPR) of the LRIs for both the PS and MS methods are shown in
Fig. 63).
Analysis of er[n] in Eq. (129) for the PS approach is similar to that of MS given in
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Appendix B so that




h(s−Vn + φr)h(s−Vm + φr)ds, (133)
which leads to a ML and LS estimate equivalence.
6.2 Singular Value Decomposition Experiment
The susceptibility of error by the SR techniques of MS or PS is first examined using sin-
gular value expansion (SVE) and singular value decomposition (SVD). These numerical
tools decompose any linear transformation into a set of orthonormal basis functions that
quantitatively indicate their sensitivity to input error. The intrinsic model of observations
for MS and PS could either be ill-conditioned or rank-deficient.
6.2.1 Theory of Singular Value Expansion and Decomposition
In general, a linear continuous process can be represented by a Fredholm integral of the
first kind in the form ∫ 1
0
H(s, t)x(t)dt = y(s) 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, (134)
where y(s) is known, and x(s) is the sought solution. The kernel, H(s, t), can be decomposed





where ui(s) and vi(t) are its orthonormal functions such that
(ui, uj) = (vi, vj) (136)






These are analogous to the ortho-normal vectors used in SVD for a matrix, H. That is,
H = UΣVH (139)
= [u1, · · · ,uM ]diag(σ1, · · · , σL)[v1, · · · ,vN ]H , (140)
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where L = rank(H) ≤ min(M,N), UUH = I ∈ RM×M , and VVH = I ∈ RN×N . The
numbers, {σi}Li=1, are the non-negative singular values, or amplitude gains, that map the
set of basis functions in the domain of H(s, t), {ui(s)}Mi=1, to the set of basis functions in







The ratio, (ui,y)σi , is the amplitude gain of vi(t) contributing to the solution x(t). If the
numerator in the ratio shares the same decay rate as its respective singular value, then nu-
merical anomalies may be mitigated. Otherwise, if the representation is to be approximated
on a machine with a finite precision, the number may be compromised, thus affecting the
solution estimate. The disparity or ratio of the largest and smallest singular values, defined
as the condition number of the matrix, indicates the susceptibility to error in a system.
While it may be difficult or impossible to capture this information analytically, in practice
it is has been observed that the singular functions ui(s) increase with the number of oscil-
lations crossing zero for a decreasing σi. The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma indicates that the
inner product approaches 0 as the number of zero crossings increases1.
Thus, a quantitative measure of PS and MS systems can be derived from the singular
values and the number of zero crossings in the singular vectors of H.
6.2.2 Experiment Design
The asymptotic running time to compute the SVD of a matrix is proportional to the same
asymptotic time in its direct inversion (i.e., O(N 3) for a N ×N matrix). The computation
relies on an eigenvalue decomposition for both HHH and HHH , known as QR factorization
[26], which expresses the matrix as a product of orthogonal and upper triangular matrices.
In any case, SVD computation remains infeasible for a matrix whose size is comparable to
a realistic forwarding model for SR. As an alternative to large scale SVD, a significantly
smaller system with the same number of unknowns as equations for both SR methods has
been set up in this experiment, as shown in Table 17.
1Riemann-Lebesgue lemma: If u(s) is a continuous function on [0, 1], then
R 1
0
u(s)ejλsds→ 0 as λ→∞.
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Table 17: SVD experiment: SR configurations for PS and MS.
SR Method P LR pixel resolution HR pixel resolution PSF M N
PS 4 16 × 4 16 × 16 Box 256 256
MS 4 16 × 4 16 × 16 Box 256 256
6.2.3 Results
Fig. 64 shows plots of the singular values for the PS and MS methods using QR matrix
factorization with a box slice encoding profile using the configuration in Table 17. Their
condition numbers and number of zero crossings are given in Table 18). Tables (19 and 20
show the computed condition numbers at configurations with different numbers of LRIs
(P ) and slice thicknesses (TSS), for MS and PS, respectively. The entries with ∞-values in
Tables (19) and (20) indicate under-determined systems that possess zero-valued singular
values. Smaller condition numbers can be interpreted as providing better conditioning to
input error in the SRR process.
Table 18: SVD experiment: Condition Numbers of SRR methods.
Configuration Condition Number ( σmaxσmin ) Total Zero Crossings
Parallel stack 36.0764 32196
Multi stack 32.1831 31013
Table 19: SVD experiment: Condition Number for MS.
P
TSS
2 4 6 8
2 14.00 11.00 13.03 14.28
4 ∞ 18.31 19.00 32.00
6 ∞ ∞ 38.00 41.00
8 ∞ ∞ ∞ 33.88
6.2.4 Conclusion
According to the configurations given in Tables (19), (18), and (20), MS and PS share
comparable condition numbers as well as zero crossings in their singular vectors. However,
in these tested cases, MS is shown to be slightly more well-posed than PS. Increasing the
size of both systems while maintaining its fully-determined attribute results in monoton-
ically increasing condition numbers. This indicates that the both SR techniques become
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Table 20: SVD experiment: Condition Number for PS.
P
TSS
2 4 6 8
2 24.00 24.40 24.58 24.95
4 ∞ 36.08 41.00 36.00
6 ∞ ∞ 40.00 46.00
8 ∞ ∞ ∞ 39.85





Figure 63: MS vs PS in-vivo scan experiment: MPRs of the LRSs from (a) MS, and (b)
PS. The slice selection for PS is in the vertical direction.
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Figure 64: SVD experiment: Plot of singular values of the (a) PS and (b) MS methods
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6.3 Regularization with a Gibbs Prior
An ill-posed problem is a system with a non-empty null space2 and thus a unique solution
does not exist. Yet some of these solutions may be more meaningful than others. Certainly,
this holds true for the observations made in the under-determined MS SLP cases shown in
Chapter 4. For example, the absence of any streaking artifacts already observed in the SRRs
would be more desirable than their presence. Therefore, in order to obtain a meaningful
and accurate approximation in a Bayesian framework, stabilizing either MS and PS requires
the use of a prior. According to the MAP expression,
x̂MAP = arg max
x
(log p(y|x) + log p(x)), (142)
the HRI requiring a PDF for x is often based on a Gibbs prior from a Markov Random
Field in image processing and tomographic reconstruction:
p(x) ∝ exp(−λ||Lx||2), (143)
where λ indicates the strength of some stability operator, L [34]. This can be the identity,
first order derivative, Laplacian, etc. In other words, image roughness is penalized in the
solution. Combining this term with the ML expression already derived for MS (see Eq. (85))
results in the MAP estimate
x̂MAP (λ) = arg min
x
‖y−Hx‖2 + λ ‖Lx‖2 . (144)
The ability to determine a suitable λ is essential to obtaining an acceptable solution to
the discrepancy between fidelity and smoothness. Either the solution can be over- or under-
smoothed for large or small values of λ, respectively. In theory, λ is chosen to minimize the
predictive mean square error
PMSE(λ) = ||Hx−Hx̂MAP (λ)||2, (145)
but this requires direct knowledge of x or the statistics of the error norm. Instead, tech-
niques such as the generalized cross-validation or L-curve methods have been applied that
2The null space of a matrix, H, is denoted as N(H) ≡ {x|Hx = 0}
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automatically solve for λ with the solution [78]. If an arbitrary measurement is removed in
the reconstruction, then cross-validation predicts the best estimate for λ so that this solu-
tion remains close to the solution that would otherwise include the measurement. Chung
et al. give experimental results that over-estimate λ based on generalized cross validation
while Tenorio makes claims that the same technique leads to small values of λ [14, 78]. The
L-curve method plots the norms of the fidelity versus the prior as a function of λ (leading to
a L-shape). The selection of λ corresponds to the point of highest curvature. Rather than
using these techniques for finding an optimal λ and contending with the mentioned claims,
we want to observe and evaluate the behavior of the algorithm subject to different choices
for the parameter λ. As a guideline, the regularization parameter is selected between the
smallest and largest value of the singular values [14].
In any case, once λ is selected, the MAP solution of Eq. (144) satisfies
(HTH + λLTL)x = HTy. (146)
Without the use of regularization, the LS estimate, given as the solution to the normal







If the singular components are either zero or small enough that the machine precision,




erably from the true scaling factor. Consequently, this results in large errors between the
true solution and its estimate. However, expressing the regularized solution from Eq. (146)













, thus stablizes the MAP solution when σi < ε.
The method to solve for a MAP SRR is straightfoward. Eggermont et al. use the ART











with initial conditions, x̂(0) = 0, and v̂(0) = 0. The upper component, x, in the vector of
Eq. (149) is shown to converge to the regularized solution, i.e., x̂(∞), that satisfies Eq. (146).
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6.4 Experimental comparison of Multi-Stack and Parallel-Stack
Three SR experiments for both PS and MS techniques were conducted using the SLP
and real multi-slice MRI data. Real multi-slice MRI data includes an inanimate object
(grapefruit) to show a comparison using data absent of motion as a possible confounding
factor, and also of a volunteer subject to assess in-vivo performance. The reconstruction
algorithms include using the ART with and without Tikhonov regularization based on
the Gibbs prior (see Eq. (143)). We substituted the variables given in Eq. (150) for the
regularization cases and use L = I.
6.4.1 Phantom Simulations
Using the simulated forwarding described in Chapter 4, experimental variables in the SLP
experiments were the slice thickness, slice profile, and noise level. The SRR effects from
introducing uncertainty in the slice profile is accomplished through inconsistent slice profile
functions between the forwarding model and the inverse model used as part of the SRR.
The forwarding model is a Gaussian function with the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
equal to the slice thickness. The corresponding slice profile function in the inverse model is
an ideal box with its width equal to the FWHM in the forward model, as shown in Fig. 65.
The original SR process is now
(H + E)x = y + e, (151)
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Slice selection profiles with same slice thickness
 
 
Gaussian PSF (Full width half maximum = slice thickness)
rectangular pulse (box−PSF)
Figure 65: MS vs PS: Plots of different slice selection profiles
where E denotes the system error. The regularization parameter, λ, was sampled at
{0.1, 1, 2, 10} with L = I, to empirically select a value balancing fidelity and energy lev-
els.
6.4.2 MRI of Inanimate Object
A grapefruit was scanned to rule out possible motion between stacks. Two sets of six scans
were acquired by the MS and the PS protocols on a 1.5T Philips Intera Scanner (R11),
with otherwise identical parameters: TE=40ms, TR=3000ms, TI=190ms, flip angle=90,
256x256 pixels on a 160mm in-plane square field of view, using partial-Fourier acquisition;
contiguous 3.6mm slices with in-plane resolution = 0.6mm; scan time 3 min per stack. All
scans had the same readout direction. The angular increment between MS stacks was 30.
The PS stacks were scanned at 0.6 mm slice offset increments. The slice profile of the scans
was determined using a separate scan of a resolution phantom.
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6.4.3 In-vivo Brain Scan
Two sets of six scans were acquired by the MS and the PS protocols on a 3T Siemens
Trio/TIM (Rev. 4BV13A) with otherwise identical parameters: multi-slice IR-FSE, echo
train length = 17, TE=85 ms, TR=4830 ms, TI=190ms, flip angle=90, 512x512 image grid
on a square 220 mm field of view from 271 phase encodings, NEX=1; contiguous 4.8 mm
slices; scan time 3 min/stack. The readout direction, common to all scans, was orthogonal to
the transverse plane. The angular increment between MS stacks was 30. The five sub-pixel
shifts from the reference scan all shared 0.8 mm increments
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Phantom Simulations
Fig. 66 shows details from the SLP ground truth, MS and PS reconstructions (2000 iter-
ations), respectively, using eight noiseless contiguous stacks of eight pixel slice thickness.
Fig. 67 shows the SLP SRRs with and without regularization. The figure also shows cor-
responding vertical center line (see Fig. 67) profiles (left) and difference with truth (right).
Figure 68 shows the NMSE vs iteration plots of MS for both the noiseless ideal fully-
determined and noisy cases with and without regularization. Fig. 69(a) shows comparative
NMSE evolution for noiseless and noisy data. Fig. 69(b) compares the effect on NMSE of
inconsistent slice profile information in the reconstruction process using the slice profiles
from Fig. 65.
6.5.2 MRI of Inanimate Object
Axial views of the grapefruit are shown in Fig. 70. A slice reformatted from a single LR
scan is shown in Fig. 70(a). The MS and PS images are shown in Fig. 70(b-c), at 2000
iterations. The voxel size in the reconstructions is 0.6mm3.
6.5.3 In-vivo Brain Scan
A set MPRs of the LRIs for both PS and MS are shown in Fig. 63. The shared slice selection
for PS is in the vertical direction. A reformatted axial view through one of six LR In-vivo
brain scans is shown in Fig. 72 for reference. Regularized reconstructions (λ = 1) for PS
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 66: MS vs PS: Detail of SLP at center of SRRs (a) Truth (b) MS (c) PS.
and MS are shown in Fig. 72(b) and Fig. 72(c), respectively. The pixel size in the output
grid is: 0.8× 0.8mm2.
6.6 Discussion
Simulation experiments showed lower NMSE (Fig. 69(a)) for MS than for PS in both the
noiseless and noisy cases. MS also reaches an optimal value in a fewer number of iterations
than the PS with the ART algorithm. This improvement in the rate of convergence for
MS over PS in the ART can be attributed to the angles between the hyper-planes. By
choosing two hyper-planes (i.e., rows of H) that have a wide angle between them, the
number of iterations to reach their intersection of admissible solutions is is fewer than
the two hyper-planes that have a narrow angle. Iterative reconstruction with additive
correction recovers low before high frequency content. The increasing NMSE in Fig. 69)(a)
for reconstruction from noisy data may be attributed to recovery of high-frequency noise.
Line profiles in Fig. 67 reveal ripple artifact at edges, which includes persistent ringing
artifact in the slice selection direction for the PS method. Ripple wavelength is linked to
slice thickness, and the number of periods grows with continued iteration. Between the line
plots of the error, as shown in Fig. 67(a) and (b), MS seems to have shorter amplitude and
ripple wavelengths compared to PS. Intermediate reconstruction estimates showed trade-




No Regularization (a) MS (b) PS
Regularization, λ = 1 (c) MS (d) PS
Figure 67: MS vs PS: To the left of each image an intensity profile is shown, and to
the right of each image profile are shown (amplified consistently relative to the intensity
profiles) to show difference with the ideal SLP (Fig. 66).
local overshoot at step edges. Regularized versions of both approaches (Fig. 66) attenuate
edge ringing at a penalty in edge resolution. The NMSE for regularized versions in the
noisy fully-determined MS cases levels off as opposed to the un-regularized version, where
all cases are shown in Fig. 68. As λ increases from 0.1 to 10 in Fig. 68, the NMSE increases.
This observation agrees intuitively with the dynamics, because the penalty on the fidelity
component in the energy function decreases relative the prior component. Residual artifact
levels after regularization are visibly higher for PS. Visually, the regularized HR estimates
for λ = 0.1, had little effect to the rippling and overshoot artifact while solutions for λ = 2
and λ = 10 sacrificed edge definition, especially in the high contrast regions. λ = 1 is
the recommended value based on this data. In Fig. 69(b) we can observe that MS yields
a considerably lower NMSE (13%) than the PS approach (40%) when the slice selection
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Error vs Iteration with noise and at different regularization parameters (Fully−determined)
 
 
Without regularization and without noise (ideal)
Without regularization at 36dB SNR
With regularization at 36dB SNR and lambda=.1
With regularization at 36dB SNR and lambda−.2
With regularization at 36dB SNR and lambda=1
With regularization at 36dB SNR and lambda=10
Figure 68: Error vs Iteration with noise and at different regularization parameters for
Multi-Stack (Fully-determined: 8 LRIs, 8 pixel slice thickness, box PSF).
profile is inconsistent between the forward and inverse modeling.
The edges of grapefruit wedges and the capillaries within the wedges are resolved
more clearly in the MS method than by the PS method, which shows residual resolution
anisotropy. Image reconstruction results for the in-vivo brain experiment showed visual
differences using the MS and PS techniques. Sulcal cerebral spinal fluid spaces and narrow
gray matter tracts lateral to caudate nucleus are better visualized with MS than by PS
reconstruction as shown with white arrows in Fig. 72(a).
6.7 Conclusion
We have presented a set of experiments on synthetic and real MRI data to compare two
sampling strategies in SR for MRI. SVD reveals better conditioning for MS than PS for
small test cases. Reconstruction from multiple slice stacks at different slice orientations
(MS) outperformed reconstruction from multiple parallel overlapping slice stacks (PS) at
sub-pixel location offsets. Quantitative error metrics were of the same order of magnitude
without system error, but slightly better for MS. MS responds considerably better than PS if
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system error or slice profile modeling error is present. Residual image artifacts were different
for the two methods. Both methods show some overshoot ripple artifacts at sharp edges,










Figure 70: MS vs PS: Reconstructions from grapefruit scans. (a) Reformat through a
single LR slice stack, oriented at 30 degrees from vertical axis; (b) MS reconstruction from





Figure 71: MS vs PS: MPR (bilinear interpolation) of two low-resolution coronal scans
used for (a) MS oriented 30o from vertical axis used and (b) PS. The slice selection for PS




Figure 72: MS vs PS: In-vivo scans. (a) MS and (b) PS SRRs from 6 multi-slice stacks of




The central goal of this research was to achieve resolution enhancement of multi-slice MRI
images using a super-resolution technique known as Multi-Stack. The following specific
findings are given as follows [71, 70, 69, 72].
• Super-resolution reconstruction methods resulting in high fidelity were developed by
adapting projection reconstruction methods in the computed tomography domain.
• Using synthetic data, the robustness of the projection reconstruction methods was
demonstrated by their ability to produce a) stable results with improved resolution
for under-determined problems, b) isotropic resolution for fully determined problems
and, c) noise reduction for over-determined problems.
• The algebraic reconstruction techniques recovered low before high-frequency content
with increasing iterations. As the number of unknowns increased (i.e., decreasing
the pixel size estimate of the high resolution image), both the number of iterations
and computation time per iteration needed to reconstruct the estimate of the high
resolution image increased.
• The time needed for super-resolution reconstruction with present PC computation
power is on the order of minutes and hours for separable 2-D and 3-D inversions,
respectively. The time and accuracy needed to construct the observation model for
super-resolution is directly controlled and thus mitigated through the use of a stepping
parameter. The time to construct 2-D and 3-D contributions with realistic data sizes
is on the order of minutes and hours, respectively.
• Six of the seven Multi-Stack data sets successfully combined the benefits of Multi-
slice acquisition efficiency with the high resolution comparable with traditional 3-D
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encoding. Improved edge widths measured in the super-resolution reconstruction from
the low-resolution images support this finding. The seventh scan was corrupted by
subject motion in between individual low-resolution stack acquisitions.
• The alternating minimization algorithm is an effective approach for rigid motion cor-
rection between low-resolution acquisitions needed for super-resolution. Results from
synthetic data showed error levels in reconstructions comparable to the error levels
from motion-free data. The alternating minimization algorithm applied to the Multi-
slice data set with initially unknown motion converged to a solution that showed
visual improvement compared to the reconstruction without motion correction. Cor-
rection of this motion within the super-resolution reconstruction achieved comparable
resolution improvements with the Multi-Stack data sets without motion.
• Compared to the conventional sub-pixel parallel shift method, the Multi-Stack method
delivered superior isotropic resolution, less overshoot at edges, faster convergence, and
improved attenuation of ripple artifacts by use of regularization based on the Gibbs
prior. Furthermore, Multi-Stack showed significantly lower error levels than Parallel-





According to Eq. (60), the warp and sampling is applied to the PSF, h(s) and not the image.
The one-to-one mapping of the matrix warp permits a change of variables to this equation
so that it can be expressed in the standard E&F form of warp, convolve, and sampling of




















ds = |(R−1r )T |ds
′
. (156)
The transpose of an ortho-normal matrix is its inverse, i.e., (R−1r )






















x(R−1r s + Vn)h(s)ds + er[n]. (159)
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Thus, the LRI can be expressed by the a warp, convolution, and downsampling operation
from the E&F model as
yr[n] = ((x ◦ R−1r ) ∗ h)(−Vn). (160)
A.2 Standard Representation with rigid motion




x(Ars + br)h(Rr(s−Vn))ds + er[n], (161)
where {Ar,br}Pr=1 are the motion parameters. Letting,
s
′
= Ars + br, (162)
s = A−1r (s












Substituting Eq. (219) into the PSF argument from Eq. (218) gives
Rr(s−Vn) = Rr(A−1r s










′ − (A−1r br + Vn)))ds
′
+ er[n], (168)






r s− (A−1r br + Vn)))ds. (169)






r s + Vn) + br)h(s)ds. (170)
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF MULTI-STACK ERROR
This section derives the PDFs of the output error given by Multi-Stack. It is known that






<(e(s)) ∼ N(0, σ2e ), (172)
=(e(s)) ∼ N(0, σ2e ), (173)
Cov(<(e(s))<(e(t))) = δ(s − t)σ2e , (174)
Cov(=(e(s))=(e(t))) = δ(s − t)σ2e . (175)
The real and imaginary components of Eq. (171) are each sums of IID Gaussian RVs, which






The covariance between two different samples, n and m, becomes
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h(Rr(t− Vn))h(Rr(t− Vm))dt (185)







Var(<(er[n])) = Cov(<(er[n])<(er[n])) (188)
= σ2e ĥr(n,n). (189)
The autocorrelation between two samples, n and m, becomes
R<(er [n])<(er [n])(n,m) = E[<(er[n])<(er[m])] (190)
= Cov(<(er[n])<(er[m])) (191)
= σ2e ĥr(n,m). (192)
The same derivations apply for =(er[n]).
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APPENDIX C
CONSTRUCTION OF MULTI-STACK MATRIX
Algorithm 3 Constructing H
Require:




r=1 are the rotation warps with sampling matrix V
δ is the step length
Tx(s) : R
3 → R3 transforms from physical to image coordinates of the HR image
The discrete HR image, x, has size N1 ×N2 with support region Ω
Ensure:
Ĥ is the constructed observation model
1: M ← PM1M2M3
2: N ← N1N2
3: Ĥ← 0 ∈ RM×N
4: Λ = (Λ1,Λ2,Λ3)← supp(h)
5: for r← 1 : P do
6: for m1 ← 1 : M1 do
7: for m2 ← 1 : M2 do
8: for m3 ← 1 : M3 do
9: i← m1 + (m2 − 1)M1 + (m3 − 1)M1M2 + (r − 1)M1M2M3
10: m← [m1, m2,m3]
T
11: for s1 ← min(Λ1) : δ : max(Λ1) do
12: for s2 ← min(Λ2) : δ : max(Λ2) do
13: for s3 ← min(Λ3) : δ : max(Λ3) do















← (bt1c, bt2c, bt3c)
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MEASURING THE SLICE SELECTION PROFILE
To measure the slice excitation profile, a physical phantom is scanned using the same
acquisition parameters as the LRSs. The phantom has an acrylic housing containing thin
ramps made from a paramagnetic homogeneous material that slant downward, as shown
in a coronal view from one of the LRSs in Fig. 73(a). The material is water doped with
CuSO4, causing a short T1 relaxation time. During scanning, slice excitation intercepts
the material at different spatial locations producing the transverse imagery, as shown in
Fig. 73(c). The intensity portion along the ramp is common to this slice plane. Since the
ramp is homogeneous, any change in image intensity indicates a change in the slice selection
profile. The ramp geometry, shown in Fig. 73(b), produces imagery of the slice selection
profile that is stretched and is computed with the angle of the ramp:
x = z tan(a). (193)
From one of the ramps, rows of pixels in either the phase- or frequency-encoding direction
and denoted by the overlayed sigma symbol in Fig. 73(c) are averaged to reduce the mea-
sured noise in the profile function. Fig. 73(d) shows the measured profile. The information























Figure 73: Experiment to measure slice selection profile: (a) Coronal view of phantom
used for measurement containing ramp (b) Schematic side view of the homogenous ramp;
z is the direction of the slice selection which is measured in the dimension of x; a is the
incident angle of the ramp. (c) Axial view showing an intensity along the ramps common
to the slice plane with denoted summation in green against the slice selection direction (d)
the added 1-D strips of the slice selection function to reduce noise.
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APPENDIX E
VALIDATION RESULTS FOR MULTI-STACK CONTINUED
The remaining five in-vivo studies (2 - 6) for validation are shown here. Each study has a
MPR of one LRS and a SRR with a consistent edge measurement, MPRs of a sagittal and
coronal LRS and the SRR. Table 21 gives a listing of the figures and tables as a navigational
aid.
Table 21: Figure and table listing for the remaining In-vivo studies.
Study No. Appendix LR Parameters Table Axial views of LR, SRR & edge fits MPRs Figures of LRSs & SRR
2 E.0.1 22 74 75
3 E.0.2 23 - 76
4 E.0.3 24 77 78
5 E.0.4 25 79 80
6 E.0.5 26 81 82
E.0.1 In-vivo Study No. 2
Table 22: In-vivo Study no. 2: LRS parameters.
P 6
M1 ×M2 ×M3 48 × 512 × 512
LRS FOV 220 × 220
LR slice thickness 5mm
LR slice distance 5mm
SRR voxel Size 5.0 × 0.4296 × 0.4296 mm3



















LR measured edge width = 9.1921
SRR measured edge width = 2.8054
(c)
Figure 74: In-vivo Study no. 2: (a) MPR of a sagittal LRS; (b) SRR with denoted edge





(a) Axial SRR view (b) Coronal SRR view (c) Sagittal SRR view
(d) Axial MPR of sagittal LR stack (e) Coronal MPR of sagittal LR stack (f) Sagittal original LR slice
(g) Axial MPR of coronal LR stack (h) Coronal original LR slice (i) Sagittal MPR of Coronal LR stack
Figure 75: In-vivo Study no. 2: (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR using
ART (voxel = 0.8594 mm × 0.8594 mm × 0.8594 mm) (d-f) Axial, coronal, and sagittal
views of a sagittal scan (voxel = 5 mm × 0.8594 mm × 0.8594 mm) (g-i) Axial, coronal,
and sagittal views of a coronal scan (voxel = 0.8594 mm × 5 mm × 0.8594 mm).
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E.0.2 In-vivo Study No. 3
Table 23: In-vivo Study no. 3: LRS parameters.
P 6
M1 ×M2 ×M3 63 × 256 × 256
LRS FOV 256 × 256
LR slice thickness 4mm
LR slice distance 4mm
SRR voxel Size 1 × 1 × 1 mm3
Pulse Sequence 3DFZ






(a) Axial SRR view (b) Coronal SRR view (c) Sagittal SRR view
(d) Axial MPR of sagittal LR stack (e) Coronal MPR of sagittal LR stack (f) Sagittal original LR slice
(g) Axial MPR of coronal LR stack (h) Coronal original LR slice (i) Sagittal MPR of oronal LR stack
Figure 76: In-vivo Study no. 3: (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR using
ART (voxel = 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) (d-f) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of a sagittal
scan (voxel = 4 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) (g-i) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of a coronal
scan (voxel = 1 mm × 4 mm × 1 mm).
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E.0.3 In-vivo Study No. 4
Table 24: In-vivo Study no. 4: LRS parameters.
P
M1 ×M2 ×M3 44 × 256 × 256
LRS FOV 240 × 240 mm2
LR slice thickness 5mm
LR slice distance 5mm




















LR measured edge width = 10.0787
SRR measured edge width = 3.8141
(c)
Figure 77: In-vivo Study no. 4: (a) MPR of a sagittal LRS; (b) SRR with denoted edge





(a) Axial SRR view (b) Coronal SRR view (c) Sagittal SRR view
(d) Axial MPR of sagittal LR stack (e) Coronal MPR of Sagittal LR stack (f) Sagittal original LR slice
(g) Axial MPR of coronal LR stack (h) Coronal original LR slice (i) Sagittal MPR of coronal LR stack
Figure 78: In-vivo Study no. 4: (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR using
ART (voxel = 0.94 mm × 0.94 mm × 0.94 mm) (d-f) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of
a sagittal scan (voxel = 5 mm × 0.94 mm × 0.94 mm) (g-i) Axial, coronal, and sagittal
views of a coronal scan (voxel = 0.94 mm × 5 mm × 0.94 mm).
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E.0.4 In-vivo Study No. 5
Table 25: In-vivo Study no. 5: LRS parameters.
P
M1 ×M2 ×M3 44 × 256 × 256
LRS FOV 240 × 240 mm2
LR slice thickness 5 mm
LR slice distance 5 mm




















LR measured edge width = 8.0433
SRR measured edge width = 3.078
(c)
Figure 79: In-vivo Study no. 5: (a) MPR of a sagittal LRS; (b) SRR with denoted edge





(a) Axial SRR view (b) Coronal SRR view (c) Sagittal SRR view
(d) Axial MPR of sagittal LR stack (e) Coronal MPR of sagittal LR stack (f) Sagittal original LR slice
(g) Axial MPR of coronal LR stack (h) Coronal original LR slice (i) Sagittal MPR of coronal LR stack
Figure 80: In-vivo Study no. 5: (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR using
the ART (voxel size = 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm) (d-f) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views
of one sagittal multi-slice stack (voxel size = 3 mm × 0.46875 mm × 0.46875 mm) (g-i)
Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of one coronal multi-slice stack (voxel size = 0.46875 mm
× 3 mm × 0.46875 mm).
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E.0.5 In-vivo Study No. 6
Table 26: In-vivo Study no. 6: LRS parameters.
P
M1 ×M2 ×M3 48 × 512 × 512
LRS FOV 220 × 220 mm2
LR slice thickness 4.8mm
LR slice distance 4.8mm




















LR measured edge width = 11.046
SRR measured edge width = 5.2854
(c)
Figure 81: In-vivo Study no. 6: (a) MPR of a sagittal LRS; (b) SRR with denoted edge





(a) Axial SRR view (b) Coronal SRR view (c) Sagittal SRR view
(d) Axial MPR of sagittal LR stack (e) Coronal MPR of sagittal LR stack (f) Sagittal original LR slice
(g) Axial MPR of coronal LR stack (h) Coronal original LR slice (i) Sagittal MPR of oronal LR stack
Figure 82: In-vivo Study no. 6: (a-c) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of the SRR using
ART (voxel = 0.5 × 0.47 × 0.47 mm3) (d-f) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of a sagittal
scan (voxel = 4.8 mm × 0.43 mm × 0.43 mm) (g-i) Axial, coronal, and sagittal views of a
coronal scan (voxel = 0.43 mm × 4.8 mm × 0.43 mm).
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APPENDIX F
CONDITIONS FOR ALTERNATING MINIMIZATION
The likelihood,
p(y|x, v) ∝ e− 12 (y−H(v)x)T R(y−H(v)x), (194)
is to be maximized. Then,





(y −H(v)x)TR(y −H(v)x). (196)
We want to show that
f(x, v) = (y −H(v)x)TR(y −H(v)x) (197)
converges to a global minimum using the alternating minimization technique based on MS
conditions on x and v, given as Algorithm (1) in Chapter 5.2.2:
lim
l→∞
f(x̂(l−1), v̂(l−1)) = min
(x,v)
f(x, v). (198)
The necessary conditions the alternating minimization algorithm needs to satisfy so that
Eq. (198) holds, are as follows [15].
If ∀x̃ ∈ R∗N×1, ṽ ∈ R6P×1
arg min
x
f(x, ṽ) 6= 0, (199)
arg min
v
f(x̃, v) 6= 0, (200)
then Eq. (198) holds.
If arg minx f(x, ṽ) = 0, then equivalently, for any ṽ:
∀x 6= 0 ||y −H(ṽ)(0)|| ≤ ||y −H(ṽ)x|| (201)
||y|| ≤ ||y −H(ṽ)x||. (202)
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Since x is the magnitude component and H only has non-negative values (satisfied by the
MS conditions) any component in H(ṽ)x will be nonnegative and hence any component
in y − H(ṽ)x will be less than the corresponding component in y. This means ||y|| >
||y −H(ṽ)x|| and thus arg minx f(x, ṽ) 6= 0.
Since the motion accompanying MS includes a rigid transformation, its one-to-one map-
ping with unit Jacobian (see Appendix J) preserves the total energy before and after its






This means that the total energy for the projection of x by H(v) for any v is the same as
any other v′ 6= v. That is,
||H(v)|| = ||H(v′)|| ∀v 6= v′. (204)
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APPENDIX G
GENERALIZED SAMPLING EXPANSION THEOREM APPLIED
FOR MULT-STACK
The corollary on the well-posedness for the generalized sampling expansion (GSE) theorem,
given in Chapter (2.4.2), is based on the transfer characteristics of the channels. [7]. The
problem of reconstruction using interpolation methods based on the GSE is ill-posed if at
least one of the interpolation kernels is not square-integrable. (Ill-posed is the sense that
the variance of the reconstruction error is unbounded when noisy samples are used.) The
interpolation problem is well-posed if the matrix, H(ω), given in Eq. (30) from the GSE
theorem has a determinant bounded away from zero over the bandwidth of the true signal.
This condition has been directly applied to the set of uniform delays (i.e., sub-pixel shifts
with a box point spread function) from the low-resolution images and was shown to be
well-posed (see Eq. (36)). We apply here the same corollary on a Multi-Stack sampling
configuration needed to evaluate the determinant of H(ω). Note however, the Multi-Stack
method is 3-D and so the N-D generalized sampling expansion theorem is first stated.
Generalized Sampling Theorem in N Dimensions 1 A [σ1, ..., σN ]-bandlimited square-
integrable input signal, x(s) : CN → C, can be reconstructed from P independent linear shift
invariant systems {hr(s)}Pr=1 sampled at 1P
th
the Nyquist rate along each dimension, i.e.,
with a diagonal (rectangular) sampling matrix V whose diagonal terms are Pπσi if
H(ω1, ω2, ..., ωN ) = H(ω) =


H1(ω) ... HP (ω)
H1(ω + c) ... HP (ω + c)
...
...


















is a solution to
























jωT sdω1 · · · dωN , r = 1, ..., P. (209)










where n = [n1, · · · , nN ] and yr[n] is the output from the rth channel.
According to Brown et al., the det(H(ω)) must be bounded away from zero for all ωi ∈
[−σi,−σi + 2σiP ] if the generalized sampling problem is to be well-posedness [7].
If the slice profile with Fourier transform pair, h(s)↔ H(ω), undergoes an (invertible)
affine transformation, s 7→ As + b, then this Fourier pair becomes
h(As + b)↔ |A−T |ej2π(A−1b)T ωH(A−Tω), (211)
where |.| denotes the determinant. Equation (211) can thus be substituted into det(H(ω)).
In general, the ith row, rth column for H(ω), from Eq. (205) is
[H]ir(ω) = Hr(ω + (i− 1)c). (212)
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Continuing with the affine transformation, the GSE for the rth channel, (i.e., hr(s) =
h(Ars+ br)) gives
[H]ir(ω) = |A−Tr |ej2π(A
−1
r br)
T (ω+(i−1)c)H(A−Tr (ω + (i− 1)c)). (213)
In the case of Multi-Stack, the linear shift-invariant channels are rotated versions of the
same slice excitation profile. This means Ar = Rr and br = 0. Furthermore, |Rr| = 1 with
R−Tr = Rr, which leads to
[H]ir(ω) = H(Rr(ω + (i− 1)c)). (214)
The slice profile function, h(s), can be substituted into Eq. (214) for evaluation of its
determinant as a function of its frequency, ω. In general, the frequency- and phase-encoding
directions in MRI are based on a truncated Fourier series (see Eq. (52)). Therefore, we treat
these as separable filters in the frequency spectrum from the slice selection direction so that








δ(ωFE − n2∆k), (216)
where ∆k is the sampling distance in k-space and SS, FE, and PE denote the slice selection,
frequency- and phase-encoding directions, respectively. M1 and M2 are the number of
samples in frequency- and phase-encoding directions, respectively, and HSS(ωSS) is the











δ(ωFE − n2∆k), (217)
where ω
′
SS = ωPE sin θr + ωSS cos θr and ω
′
PE = ωPE cos θr − ωSS sin θr. Without further
knowledge of the slice profile function, the entries of H(ω), and consequently its determinant
cannot be simplified to a closed form. However, this derivation can be thus be used as a





Table 27: Table of symbols.
Variable Description
y(s) low resolution measured image
ρ proton-density
T1 longitudinal decay rate of magnetic moment
T2 transverse decay rate of magnetic moment
TE echo time; time between RF excitation and signal acquisition
k-space Fourier space used in MRI sampling
x(s) true image
x unaliased discrete vector of true image
x̂ estimate vector of true image
P number of low resolution images
yr r








th vector of measured error
y discrete vector of all P measured images
H contribution matrix representing forward process of true image to measured images
M number of measurements; number of rows in H
N number of high resolution pixels; number of columns in H
X(ω) continuous Fourier transform of x(s)
Yr(ω) continuous Fourier transform of y(s)
hr(s) point spread function of r
th image; synonymous with slice profile function
Hr(ω) continuous Fourier transform of hr(s)
σ bandwidth of x(s)
σi i
th singular value of H (sorted in descending order)
Ysr[l] r
th discrete Fourier transform of y
δ step parameter in constructing H
φr r
th phase offset in hr(s)
ϕr r
th interpolation kernel for reconstruction of x(s)
H(ω) system matrix from the Generalized Sampling Expansion
p(x) probability distribution function prior for high resolution image
v motion parameters of low resolution images
Rr r
th rotation matrix for Multi-Stack
V diagonal sampling matrix in Multi-Stack
Ω region of support in the high resolution image or set of Fourier samples
Sj space for the j
th voxel of x
N(0, σ2e ) Normal/Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ
2
e for measurement noise
h(x) entropy of a random variable, x
eNMSE normalized mean square error of estimate and true image
Ar rotation matrix for the r
th low resolution image
br translation vector for the r
th low resolution image
vr rigid motion vector of r
th low resolution image
v concatenated motion vectors of vr
Σ diagonal matrix of non-increasing singular values, σi, of H
U ortho-normal matrix with left singular vectors of H
V ortho-normal matrix with right singular vectors of H
L matrix from Gibbs Prior to stabilize estimate of x




Table 28: List of Acronyms.
Acronym Phrase
AM alternating minimization
ART algebraic reconstruction technique
CFT continuous Fourier transform
CT computed tomography
DFT discrete Fourier transform
E&F Elad and Feuer
FWHM full width at half maximum
FSE Fast Spin Echo
GSE Generalized Sampling Expansion
HR high resolution
HRI high resolution image
IBP iterative back-projection
IID independent and identically distributed
IR Inversion Recovery
LR low resolution
LRI low resolution image
LRS low resolution scan
LSI linear shift-invariant
MAP maximum a posterior
MART multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique
ML maximum-likelihood
MOTSA multiple overlapping thick slab acquisition
MPR multi-planar reformat
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MS Multi-Stack
N/A not available
NMSE normalized mean square error
PDF probability density function










SVD singular value decomposition
SVE singular value expansion
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APPENDIX J
CHANGE OF REGISTRATION VARIABLES IN MULTI-STACK




x(Ars + br)h(Rr(s−Vn))ds + er[n], (218)
where {Ar,br}Pr=1 are the motion parameters. Letting,
s
′
= Ars + br, (219)
s = A−1r (s












Substituting Eq. (219) into the PSF argument from Eq. (218) gives
Rr(s−Vn) = Rr(A−1r s










′ − (A−1r br + Vn)))ds
′
+ er[n], (225)






r s− (A−1r br + Vn)))ds. (226)






r s + Vn) + br)h(s)ds. (227)
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APPENDIX K









For ease of notation let
f(v) = e−(y−H(v)x)
T R(y−H(v)x) : RP×1 → R (229)
where v ∈ RP×1 and H(v) : RP×1 → RM×N . We want to find the value of v that minimizes
f(v).
∇vf(v) : RP×1 → RP×1 (230)
This will involve computing ∇vH(v), which is a matrix-valued function that has a
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